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WASHINGTON (UPI) —In historic gathering of people in
the first antiwar protest since a the past 100 years."
record 7,000 persons were The former 4-H Club memarrested May 3, Rennie Davis ber, who was judged beet
chicken judge in the Middle
The rain
the other night prepared to lead 10,000 in a
A three year old boy, John
Monday, November 1, 1971, the
brought down leaves galore as two-day demonstration aimed Atlantic region when he was a Hernandez, was injured when he
student
at
Clarke
County,
Va., collided with
bus schedules for the Murray
new
well as most of the Hickory Nuts. at ousting President Nixon.
a car on North
Today's program in the High School, said any confron- 14th Street on Sunday at 2:X
Elementary and Middle Schools
"Evict Nixon" campaign was tation between police and p.m.,according to
will go into effect., according to
The Murray High
the report Med
Tigers
Willie F. Jackson, director of
scared the daylights out of billed as peaceful, with the protesters would'probably come by the officers of the Murray
Tuesday.
pupil personnel.
"The time
Hopkinsville Friday, dropping highlight expected to be a
Police Department.
call The coalition will attempt to The young boy of 1104 Meadow
schedule for the Elementary
the game by only three points. transatlantic telephone
from Dr. Benjamin Spock to serve an "eviction notice" on Lane, Lexington, Ky.,
and Middle Schools will be
was
Nixon at the White Houle.
changed, but the bus routes will
Thanksgiving is the last Nguyen Minh Vy of the North
treated for abrasions and cad.
There is no permit for the
remain the same,"Jackson said.
Thursday of November which Vietnamese delegation at the
tusions at the emergency room
activity, Davis said.
One bus, bus no. 19, will serve
just happens to be on the 25th. Paris Peace Talks.,
the Murray-Calloway County
Davis said loudspeakers "I imagine there will have to Hospital.
the Carter and Robertson
be civil disobedience on TuesElementary Schools. The Carter
Fire Chief
The police said Mrs. Udall
Jackie Cooper would be set up so that the day," he
said. "We're trying to
will begin at 7:35 a.m, and
run
provides us with the regulation on sounds of the Spock and Vy
Broach Hart, 1313 Payne Street,
work out a flexible approach
arrive at Carter School at 8:iX
Murray, driving a la& C—ZI.Z.trilabng of-trikali,.aent which voices would carry to the White (to
the White House Iraft!"eler), I
k3.3e5). •Thc Robertson rtm
there seems to be some con- House.
four door, was going south ow
President Nixon was celebrat- know it won't be easy."
begin at 8:10 am. and arrive at
fusion. Anyway here is the
North 14th Street between Main
CAMPUS CHAT—Macon Blankenship (1e4), personnel manager of the Tappan plant in Murray,
ing the Veterans Day holiday at During today's rally, Davis Street and Hughes Avenue.
Robertson School at 8:30 a.m. In
regulation.
and
Harverstock
E.
J.
(center),
general
manager of the plant, are shown as they take a break from a the afternoon the Carter
his Camp David, Md., retreat. said, Vy will offer and Spock
students
Mrs. Hart told police she was meeting of the Industrial Advisory Committee of Murray State University Friday,
Oct 22. Shown will be picked up at 2:20 p.m. and
will accept a "plan that will
It
was
not
known
when
the
SECTION 2102: BURNING OF
driving slow because of the street with them is Philip Tibbs, dean of the School of Business at Murray State. Blankenship
bring peace in Vietnam, an
and Haver- the Robertson students at 3:05
President would return.
conditions and when she was in stock were among about 20 representatives of business and industry on the committee
TRASH.
who met with p.m.
immediate cease fire and
front of 114 North 14th Street,
(a) No person or persons shall, At the request of the Justice
Murray
State University personnel to consider a theme of "What Does Industry Want from the
release of all American
All three Middle School runs
child ran out from behind a College Graduate Today?"
kindle or maintain a bonfire, or Department, an estimated 2,000
POWs."
troops
were
put
will begin at 8:00 a.m. and
on
alert
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
in
parked car and kept running out
burn trash, lumber, leaves,
arrive at school at 8:25 a.m. In
into the street. Mrs. Hart said
straw, or any other combustible preparation for the demonstrations,
which
Davis
afternoon the Middle School
said
the
would
she applied her brakes and just
material in any street or alley, or
children will be picked up at 3:15
as she stopped, the child hit the
on any premises or vacant lot, draw 10,000.
The People's Coalition for
pm. to be transported to their
front of her car, according to the
unless burning be done in covered
Peace
Justice,
and
organizers
homes.
receptacles of not more than 11
police report.
/
4
"Classes at the new high school
inch wire mesh, or of metal. The of last spring's Mayday civil Donald Burchfield, director of
The police report said Mrs:
disobedience
demonstrations
will begin Tuesday, November 2,
Hart
Chief of the Fire Department
took
the
child
to
hospital
recreation and planning for the
1971,and buses for this school will
may issue a general permit, by here, says it has obtained. a Land Between the Lakes, was the after the accident.
permit
to
rally
begin their runs on this date,"
at
the
WashingAfter
publication, during the seasons of
the
accident,
the
palke
guest
speaker
at
the regular
Jackson said. "The scheduled
the year,for the burning of leaves ton Monument grounds today meeting of the Murray Civitan isslied
improper
parking
bus routes for Murray High
or other like materials outside and then march in a single-file, Club held Thursday, October 21. citations for three cars parked on
School will be announced
the receptacles. All burning of candlelight procession past the Burchfield suggested to the the street.
Tuesday, October 26, 1971," he
materials permitted by this White House.
As well as strewing that it club that "when our nation
added.
paragraph shall be conducted on
becomes
oval'
populated
and
our
still days, during daylight, with will be nonviolent, Davis said open specks are gone, we can
an adult in contstant attendance, the rally will be "the most turn to the nation of Japan for
and shall be done in a location at
consultants to our problem."
least 25 feet from any building or Ft Campbell Soldiers
"The Japanese seem to love
structure, and where standing To Stage Protest Today
work and show respect for their
grass or weeds will not comnation and one another," Burmunicate fire to nearby property. FT. CAMPBELL, KY. (UPI) chfield said. "Americans on the
—A group of Ft. Campbell other hand seem to be wor- The Senior Class of the
Of course this regulation is soldiers planned a noon shipping the god of materialism Calloway County High School will
designed to protect the property demonstration just off post on US and show very little dedication to present their play, "Flight Into
of your neighbor, as well as your 41 to gamiest alleged high prices labor or respect for America." Danger", at the Jeffrey gym ell
ASHINGTON i UPI —Henown.
and inflated rents near this Club president Starkie Colson Tuesday, October 28, at eight
Kissinger will return to
ry
A.
sprawling Kentucky-Tennessee announced to the club that the
INDUSTRY-EDUCATION MEETING—Ed Shinners (left), plant manager of the Vanderbilt Washington Tuesday from PekThen too, burning leaves in the state line army post.
Murray Civitan
club is a Author of the three act play is
city, along the street, destroys
The protest is sponsored by the sustaining member of the Four Arthur Haley, who wrote the Chemical Company near Murray, chats with other members of the Industrial Advisory Committee of ing where he made arrangethe paving.
G.I. Coffee House at Clarksville, Rivers Council of Boy Scouts of book, "Airport", according to Murray State University during a meeting Friday, Oct. 22. Also shown are Dr. Harry M. Sparks, ments for President Nixon's
forthcoming trip to Red China.
Tenn.
America.
Mrs. Jo Mathis, faculty director, (right), Murray State president, and John Walker, manager of the West Kentucky Rural Electric CoAn announcement of the date
A news release sent out by the Douglas Willoughby was and Miss Merry Ann Evans, operative. Shinners was one of ahour 20 representatives of business and industry on the committee
Fellow says he bowled 300 the
who met on the campus with Murray State personnel to exchange ideas and information in an effort of Nixon's journey to Commuother day...90, 80, 70 and 60.
group said the protest demon- presented to the Civitans as a student director.
nist China vias expected soon
stration is over high prices and prospective new member. He Members of the play cast are to stimulate a closer working relationship between Murray State and area business and industry.
after Kissinger reported to the
Ralph Nelson, up the street rents charged soldiers "who fight was sponsored by J. H. Nix.
(Photo
by
Wilson Woolley) President.
Carol Begley, Mike Burchett,
from us, driving along with his wars they and the rest of the The Civitans announced that Pam Crabtree, Linda Futrell,
Kissinger, Nixon's national
dog Harvey.
nation don't support."
they plan to sell the world famous Vickie
Sandra 1 Murray
Gamble,
security affairs adviser was to
The release said soldiers and Claxton Fruit Cake for the Hargrove, Katie Kemp, Randy
arrive at Andrews Air Force
Store Manager: I'm sorry I their families often are charged Thanksgiving holiday season.
Lee, Susan McCann, Sherry w
Base,
Md. at 4 p.m. EDT
can't hire you, but I just wouldn't rents "double and triple" those The next meeting of the club Mitchell, Gary Mohler, Ray
Tuesday. The White House said
be able to find enough work to charged civilians for comparable will be the annual Charter and Murdock, Mike Nance, Debbie
About thirty-five members of he will leave Peking at
quarters.
keep you busy.
Ladies Night, November 4. The Peal, Lisa Perrin, Robbie
the
Calloway
County midnight EDT tonight.
Applicant: You'd be surprised
The demonstration site was guest speaker will be Charlie Proctor, Debbie Rogers, Bobby
Homemakers Clubs will attend Deputy Press Secretary Gerhow little it takes.
outside Gate 3 on US 41-A south of Baker, Civitan International Rye, and Rodney Stallons.
Members of the Hazel
the Purchase Area annual ald L. Warren said Kissinger
Hopkinsville.
vice-president for Zone 7.
The admission will be 50 and 73 Woman's Club and the Murray
Homemakers meeting to be held has been in communication
cents. The 1972 senior class will Woman's Club attended the First
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)
on Wednesday, October 27, at ten with the White House throughbe the twelfth graduating grouP District Fall Board meeting of
The General Assembly's great a.m. at the Cabana Club, out his 10 day trip through
from Calloway County High the Kentucky Federation of
communications aboard the
School. The consolidated high Women's Clubs heklat Fulton on China debate entered its final Paducah.
hours today with admission of The Calloway group will leave presidential jet. However, no
school opened in September 1960 Thursday, October 21.
announcements have been
Communist China considered a by bus at eight a.m. Wednesday
and this group of seniors were in
made of any of Kissinger's
from
the
County
Extension
office.
Attending
from the Hazel Club certainty and the question of
the first grade that same fall.
The local group will tour the activities.
were
Mrs.
whether
Gerald
president,
Ray,
to
oust
the
Nationalists
The
public
attend
is
urged
to
By NICHOLAS DANILOFF gin would cancel a planned visit
who gave a report of the club's too close to guess the outcome. Citizens Bank building at Kissinger was to stop in
The annual "Back to School
the play on Tuesday evening.
TORONTO (UPI) — Soviet
Night" at the Kirksey Elemen- Premier Alexei N. Kosygin, to the General Motors of
activities, Mrs. Kent Simpson, U.S. Ambassador George Bush, Paducah to see the Ray Harm Anchorage, Alaska, during the
return trip.
tary School will be held Tuesday, guarded by a virtual army of Canada truck assembly plant in
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson, and Mrs. speaking Sunday in Houston, prints there.
Since he arrived in Peking
Jackie Butterworth.
October 24, at 7:30 p.m., ac- police after threats against his Oshawa because Soviet authoriTexas,said the vote on Taiwan's Mrs. Janette Brown Chapman,
Wednesday, dispatches
cording to Mrs. Rudy Lovett, life, tours the Toronto area ties thought his schedule was
The Murray Club was ouster would be extremely close Extension Clothing Specialist last
president of the ICirksey PTA. today. Police seized guns and "overloaded." The Canadian
represented by Mrs. Bethel but that he believed the Chiang from Louisville, will be the from foreign sources indicate
Mrs. Clint Greer will give the ammunition in the largest raids officials said there were "no Three persons, injured in ac- Richardson, president, who gave Kai-shek government would not special speaker. She received that Kissinger has held substansecurity implications" in the cidents, were treated at the the
ier degree in vocational home tive discussions with Commudevotion.
club's activity report, Mrs. lose its seat.
in recent Toronto history before cancellation.
emergency
room
of
the
Murrayeconomics from the University of nist officials on an agenda for
Following the devotion and his arrival Sunday.
Sam Knight, Mrs. Thomas "We're not going to
Two persons were arrested in Calloway County Hospital on
Kentucky, and graduated from the Nixon trip, expected to last
business meeting the parents and
Brown,
Mrs.
said.
Ray,
Bush
A.
Rob
"We've
C.
Mrs.
worked
hard
The visiting Soviet leader
interested persons will visit the today had scheduled a trip to a the Sunday morning police Fridayeand Saturday, according LaFollette,and Mrs.0. B. Boone. enough and I think we've made Alix Adams Model Agency in about four days.
children's class rooms to talk nuclear generating station iii raids which netted automatic to hospital officials.
Mrs. Kent Simpson of Hazel enough headway that some of the Louisville. She is a member of
rifles, automatic pistols, revol- Tommy Hart, age 72, of Hazel
with the teachers and view the nearby Pickering, Ont., and an
placed third in the
molding marginal countries recognize the American Home Economics
vers, other handguns, ammuni- Route One suffered injuries to the
Association, Kentucky Home 3ORCERERS HUDDLE
children's work.
dividsion of the Arts and Crafts there is a great danger in setting
address to the Canadian Manu- tion, bayonets and "other neck and
leg. He was reported Division.
Economics
Association, LOS ANGELES ( UPI )—The
a precendnt of expulsion."
facturers Association dinner in materials."
injured In an automobile accident Fourteen entries in the Arts The policy speeches have Louisville Home Economics, first annual witchcraft and
Toronto.
Inspector Roy Soplet of the on Friday.
and Crafts Division were made finished but a handful of coun- Association, Kentucky Extension sorcery convention attracted
Canadian officials said, Kosy- Toronto Police Department's Friday at
nine p.m. Jimmy by the Murray Club. Mrs. Charles tries indicated they would have Home Economics Association, 1,100 fans of the occult during
Intelligence Bureau, who led Collie, age 25, of Murray Route Moffett
received a blue ribbon for more to say at today's two p.m. and Delta Zeta Sorority. Her the weekend but only three
the raids, said police had Two, was examined but did not
known witches showed up.
a papercraft entry and a red (CDT) session. The vote could subject will be "Best Foot Forreceived "information that at- require treatment after being in
"Witches are
not
Kentucky: Patchy, heavy fog
very
ward".
ribbon for a woodwork entry; come tonight or sometime
tempts would be made to an automobile accident.
over the state this morning imSpecial guests wW be
Mrs. aggressive about letting their
Mrs. G. B. Scott, a blue ribbon Tuesday.
assassinate
Soviet
Premier Hugh Miller, age 50, of Hazel for a batik, a blue ribbon for a
proving before noon. Partial
The crucial vote will come on Phillip Harrison, Kentucky identities be known," said a
Local 1068 U.A.W. of the Alexei Kosygin." He said the 18 Route Two Sustained multiple silver ring,
clearing west during the day with
and a red ribbon for a an Albanian resolution to oust the Homemakers president, and spokesman for the sponsoring
clearing central and east early Murray Tappan Division has raids, some of which were lacerations after an automobile silver bracelet; Mrs. Don Hunter, Nationalists and award their Mrs. Marcy D. Stewart, program Fantasy Publishing Co. Inc. of
Considerable fog donated some new books to the carried out against members of accident. He was treated on a red ribbon for her batik.
tonight.
Security Council seat to Peking. specialist at the University of Los Angeles. "Maybe there
were more."
"Tuesday morning becoming fair Calloway County Public Library. the right-wing Edmund Burke Saturday.
The United States will move to Kentucky.
Mrs. George E. Wynn. first
In the afternoon. Mild this af- Ortis Guthrie, president of the Society (EBS), "were purely
make this an "important Group singing will be led with The purpose of the convention
district governor, presided and
ternoon and warmer Tuesday. local organization and W. R. preventive."
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, was to bring together fans of
the invocation was given by Rev. question" vote which will require president
concerned
that
Cool tonight. High today in the McCuiston, vice-president, "We're
of the Calloway witchcraft, sorcery, horror
W. G. Adams of the First United a two-thirds majority instead of a Homemakers
upper 60s to the upper 70s. Lows presented the books to the someone will make an attempt
Club, as the leader. films, science fiction and comic
single
majority
to
pass.
Methodist Church. Fulton. The
Highs librarian, Mrs. Margaret on Mr. Kosygin's life," he said.
tonight in the 50s.
Mrs.
R.B.
Foster,
area president books, scores of examples of
However,
the
decision on
"This is the last chance they'll A Gospel meeting will be held roll call showed a total of 144
Trevathan recently.
Tuesday in the 70s to low 80s.
from Wickliffe, will preside. A which were on display.
whether
to
make
it
an
"important
Christ
at
the
Church
Hardin
of
women present with 24 of the 26
One of the books is a biography get at him." Police Chief
question' will be made by a buffet luncheon will be served at
on the life of the late Walter Harold Adamson said some of starting Monday,October 25. and clubs in the district represented.
Extended Outlook
simple majority vote and that noon.
Friday,
BUILDING BURNS
through
continuing
The
speaker
for
the
day
was
Kentucky: The extended Reuther written by Frank Cor- the tips leading to the raids
About 585 homemakers from
October 29, with services each Mrs. Joseph C. Evans, KFWC will be the crucial vote.
building on the Mason
An
out
uutlook for the period, Wed- mier and William J. Eaton. The were "serious."
the 150 clubs in the eight counties
Road, Highway 783, between the
president, who had as her sub- "It's a very close vote," Bush of the
nesday through Friday. Partly other threeTuooks deal with the He said the raids, conducted evening it seven p.m.
Purchase
area
are
plansaid.
"I
feel
we will win it. We
Mayfield and Lynn Grove Roads,
cloudy Wednesday through history of labor organizations and by more than 40 police officers Members of the same family ject, "The Choice Is Ours".
must win this vote to protect ning to attend.
was destroyed by fire Saturday
Friday with chance of showers. the frontiersmen who pioneered over a period of more than two will be speaking at the services
District officers elected were against the expulsion of
about 11:30 p.m., according to
PARTY CANCELLED
largest They are Giles Hester, Guy Mrs. James Austin, governor, Nationalist China. If
No important temperature the beginning of them in the hours, were "the
welost it The children's Halloween Sheriff Clyde 'Steele who was
security raids in recent years." Hester, Johnny Hester, Benny and Mrs. Robert
lianges. Highs mostly in the low United Sates.
Hayes, vice- the whole ballgame is over."
party, scheduled for Saturday, called to the scene. No other
and mid 70s with lows in the low The books are valued at a cost Several hundred police sur- Hester, and S.F. Hester.
Bush spoke at a U.N. dinner in October 30, at the Calloway buildings were damaged from the
The public is invited to attend, governor, both from the Lone
of $37.50,a spokesman said.
and mid 50.
Oak
(Continued on Page Eight)
Club.
Houston.
a church spokesman said
County Club, has been cancelled. flames.
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UN China
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Final Hours
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EYE ON CUBA

f

munications system between
Havana and Santiago ICuba's
two largest cities, and
development of new sources of
electrical energy."
That strikes at the heart of
Cuba's sugar industry miseries
- inadequate transportation
facilities, poor yields, manpower shortages in the absence
of mechanical harvesters and
plant breakdowns. Sugar accounts for 80 per cent of Cuba's
exports.
Year after year, Cuba has
been falling behind in sugar
shipments to Russia, while
receiving barter commodities
from Moscow. International
the
report
economists
cumulative sugar deficit at 10
million tons.
Last December, Castro set a
seven-million-ton sugar harvest goal for 1971 and
acknowledged that even that
wouldn't be enough -We have
a large trade t imbalance with
the Soviet Union," he explained
in a speech.
Cuba fell more than a million
tons short. It was the sixth
consecutive year that Castro
undershot his dollar crop aim.
The premier has not announced
his goal for the 1972 harvest,
which starts in November.
Observers don't expect it to
reach seven million tons unless
Soviet 'collaboration produces
instant results
December,
last
Also
economically harried Castro
sent Rodriguez. his minister
without portfolio, to Moscow on
a ruble-raising mission. The
envoy returned with a new
Soviet-Cliba trade pact that
included the collaboration
commission clause
Currently, the most persistent rumor in the Cuban
exile colony is that Rodriguez
will replace Castro as Cuba's
boss. There has been no sub-

migration is forbidden now.
The goateed 58-year-old
Rodriguez occasionally has
quarreled with his bearded 45year-old boss, who sports more
charisma but less rice-andbeans savvy. Rodriguez began
his Communist career back
when Castro was a small child.
Rodriguez, a member of the
Communist Party since 1932, is
one of the more intriguing men
on the Cuban political scene.
He held a number of important
political jobs in Cuba, even in
the government of President
Fulgencio Batista, whom
Castro succeeded in 1959.
Rodriguez' main task of late
seems to be dealing with the
Kremlin for Castro.

MIAMI - The Soviet Union is
tightening the purse
apparently
The Outstanding Civic asset of a Community
Premier Fidel
on
strings
Newspaper
is the integrity of its
Castro and Communist Cuba.
A newly formed SovietMONDAY-OCTOBER 25, 1971
"economic
Cuban
collaboration" commission just
held its first meeting in Havana
with 13'Russian officials, including the vice president of
LLDG ER A TIMES FILE
the Soviet Council of Ministers,
in attendance.
26.
October
dedicated
be
will
School
High
County
Calloway.
The
One announced result of the
Wyatt
Kentucky Governor Bert T. Combs and Lt. Gov. Wilson W.
high-level consultation was the
will attend the dedication.
determination that the Soviet
acReports of more dogs being poisoned continue to come in,
Union will take a more active
cording to the Murray Police Department.
role in Cuban economic affairs.
serbe
is
Sykes,
D.
Neale A. Sykes. son a4,Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Since Cuba already is SI
left
ving aboard the escort destroyer I:SS Courtney which
billion in debt to the Kremlin
Valparaiso. Chile on a trip from the South Pacific around the
and sinking deeper, Cuba
watchers here say that it Ls not
southern up of South America to the Atlantic Ocean with
hard to figure out who made the
Argentine Naval Units.
big decisions.
Births reported during the past week include a boy to Dr. and
LEXINGTON, Ky.-On
Bruce
Perhaps significantly, an oldMrs. James Ray AITIMOr15 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Nov. 3, Kentucky
Wednesday,
Line Cuban Communist, Carlos
Wilson.
Educational Television will
Rafael Rodriguez, not Castro,
telecasi its production "Growing
lif the
carried uá
Old In Kentucky," a 30-minute
side.
Cuban
the
for
negotiations
program exploring the benefits
Maximum leader Castro
"
k
"
"
and problems of the aging in
himself saw the Soviet
Kentucky. The program will be
collaborators only at the final
LEDGER A TIMES Tux
aired at 6:30 p.m.
session, and then as a kibitzer
AT IT ACIAIN
KID
--MAT
and Vladimir
Rodriguez
Participants in the discussion
while
90,
Troop
scoutmaster.
Hale.
Norman
Troop 45. Murray
the
of
president
vice
Novikov,
include Miss Chloe Gifford,
will
Glenn
Hardin,
Murray. Walter Jones, Jr.. scoutmaster, Troop 66,
Soviet Council of Ministers,
former president of the American
Warren. scoutmaster, and Troop 9 of Benton held a comporee at
agreement's
the
signed
Federation of Women's Clubs;
the Four Rovers Boy -Scout Camp last week
reached.
Dr. Earl Kauffman, director of
Ruth
Miss
and
Rev and Mrs. R. E Jarman and son. David.
The Cuban radio reported
the Council on Aging at the
Ashmore are attending the Area Assembly of the International
that Rodriguez and Novikov
University; of Kentucky; Gorche
Convention of the Disciples of Christ in Lexington.
made speeches at the signing
Young, former president of
New
Base.
Fora
Air
Pfc. Harry Smith has returned to Kirtland
ceremony, the Cuban about the
Kentucky Assn. of Retired
Mexico. after a visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
thes
importance of the accords,
Teachers; and Don Valentine,
Smith.
FRANKFORT, Ky., -Gov. Russian about the efforts by
state director of the Kentucky
page
full
a
has
Murray,
Street,
the
Ward Auto Supply. 512-514 Main
and
people
!Louie B. Nunn has proclairced the
Commission on Aging. of
government
ad announcing its grand opening
revolubonary
the week of Oct. 24 as Navy Week
Among the subjects to be
Of
development
toward
in Kentucky, sponsored by the Cuba
are health care,
discussed
Arthur Barker will show and
League their country.housing for the elderly, income
WINF,GOLD OCTOBER sell walnut footstools and maple state council Of the Navy
Concer rung accomplishment
of the United States.
problems and transportation.
WEATHER
of the "Inter-Governmental
rocking chairs he has fashioned
Founded in 1902, the league
The program, produced at the
MEANS FESTIVAL TIME
using only a pocket knife. Both promotes civilian support and Cuban-Soviet Commission for
and ScientificKET studios in Lexington, is an
Helen Price Stacy
Economic
By
handfeature
furniture
of
pieces
7:17.
interest for the United States Technical Collaboration" getIf any man will do his will, he shall know -John
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Monday, October 25
The Homemakers craft lesson
on "Candle Making" will be held
at the extension office at 9:30
a.m. Note change in date.
Woodmen of the World Girls
Court No. 729 will have a
Halloween party at its regular
meeting at the WOW Hall from
seven to 8:30 p.m. All members
are asked to come in costumes.

The Audubon District of the
Garden Club of Kentucky, Inc.,
will meet at the Murray Woman's
Club House at nine a.m. with the
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, the
Nature's Palette Garden Club,
and the Junior Rose and Garden
Club as hostesses. Make luncheon reservations with Mrs.
Dewey Ragsdale, Murray, by
October 23.

me Creative Arts Department
3f the Murray Woman's Club will The ladies' day luncheon will
held at the Galloway County
meet at the home of Mrs. Fred
try Club at 12 noon with the
Gingles at 9:30 am. with the
lesson on "Creative Stitchery" by hostesses being Mesdames Don
Mrs. Gingles. Hostesses are unter, Dick Orr, Bernard Bell,
Mesdames Ben Trevathan, K. T. Rex Alexander, R. L. Ward, Dick
t, Hassel Kuykendall, Lee
Crawford, E. J. Haverstock,
ley, John Watson, and James
Henry Holton, and Hunter Love.
eatherly as hostesses. Bridge
The Murray Postoffice will be hostesses will be Mrs. Ralph
closed today in observance of McCui.ston and Mrs. L. D. Miller.
Veterans Day.
Thursday, October 28
The
Zeta Department of the
The Great Books Discussion
tilurey Woman's Club will meet
Group will meet at
Public Library at seven p.m. ;rat Me club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Mrs. A.B. Crass as the speaker.
The Blood River Baptist Hostesses will- be Mesdames
Associational WMI.1 will meet at Cody Caldwell, Robert Hahs,
Lakeview Baptist Church at 7:30 A.H. Kopperud, Torn Rowlett,
p.m. with Ken Barber of Murray H.B. Bailey, Jr., and Buist Scott.
as guest speaker.
Faculty recital of Thomas
l'uesday, October 26
The Current Missions Group of Baker, piano, will be held at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
the Memorial Baptist Church will
Building,,at eight p.m.
meet at the church at two p.m.
"The Worthy Master Pierre
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
Patelin", University Theatre
Tau Phi Lambda will meet at the
One-Act Touring Show, student
home of Mrs. Treva Grogan at
produced, will be presented tat
seven p.m.
eight p.m. at the MSU
The Murray State University auditorium. The admission is
Dames Club will meet in Room fifty cents.
Three of the Student Union
Building at seven p.m. Dr. Hal
Glaucoma Screening Eye
Houston will be the speaker.
Clinic will
be held at the
The IMI-SAI Faculty Recital Robertson Elementary School
will be held at the Farrell Recital from 6:30 to nine p.m. The public
Hall, Fine Arts Building, MSU,at is urged to take advantage of this
clinic, supervised by Dr. James
eight p.m.
Hart.
The Murray -Quota Club will
meet at the Southside Restaurant
at 12 noon.
Wise homemakers 'take
advantage of the good
Wednesday, October 27
Glaucoma screening clinic will pricet for chicken at marbe held at Robertson Elementary ket and buy them to freeze
for thrifty meals. maximum
School from 6:30 to rune p.m.
storage time for chicken
Persons are urged to have the wrapped, frozen, and
free test.
stored under the most favDecoupage lessons will be held orable conditions is 12
at the Craft House,602 South 12th months for uncooked
chicken and six months for
Street, Murray, from ten am. to cooked chicken dishes, with
noon.
the exception of fried
The Purchase Area annual chicken which keeps well
for about four months In
Homemakers meeting will be all cases shorter storage
held at the Cabana Club, times will result in better
Paducah, at ten a.m.
quality.

Storage story

Hearing-AidCounselor
TO HOLD FREE HEARING AID
CONSULTATION
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
at
MID-TOWNER MOTEL
Murray, Ky.
Beltone is pleased to announce
that they have secured the
services of Jewel Warford,
Hearing
Certified
Aid
Audiologist for our special one
day hearing aid consultation. If
you have a hearind problem,
Mr Warlord invites you to come
in for a free electronic hearing
test, and demonstration of the
Beltone Hearing Glasses. No
Obligation

FREE TRANSISTOR
RADIO

In appreciation of your having
your hearing tested during this
miss
op- consultation,
Don't
this
we will give you
. rtunity...Here is your chance absolutely Free
a small tran
o try the newest and flhest sistor radio
Belton, Hearing Glasses. If you
This
offer is limited, so Please
esitate to use a hearing aid for
ear of being stared at, this come early
.test light-weight, comfortable, If you can't COMO ii., c•Il
- ttractive model may be thc Offico, tor borne appointment.
- nswer to _your prayers.
No obligation.

* FREE HEARING TESTS
* FREE GIFTS
* FREE TRANSISTOR RADIO
* FREE BATTERY CHECKERS

At)
Vettone

Sitter's morn has
viong attitude
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Last night I left my 15-month-old baby in
the care of my regular baby-sitter from 7 p. m. to 9 p. 1311
['The sitter is 16.]
My husband worts the third shift, and he came home
unexpectedly about 8 p. m. and went to bed.
When I got home at 9 p. m., my baby was gone and mo
was the baby sitter. I immediately called the sitter's mother who told me that she had come and gotten her daughter
and taken my baby home with them because - Ube [the
sitter's mother] didn't want her daughter sitting while my
husband was home!
The mother said she had nothing against my husband
personally, but she had to look out for her daughter's welfare. When my husband beard this he just about hit the
ceiling, and of course I was hurt. Is there something wrong
with our attitude, Abby? Or is there something wrong with
hers?
WIFE AND MOTHER
DEAR WIFE: Hers.

702 JEFFERSON
PADUCAH, KY
PHONE 443-4594
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DEAR HATES: That's a poor solution. It will boomersag. If you embarrass him- in retaliation, be will feel justified In continuing to embarrass you.
DEAR ABBY: I am ,a married woman with a threemonth-old baby and my problem is that I sleep too much. I
get anywhere from 12 to 14 hours of sleep a day, and I
could sleep some more if I didn't have so much work to do.
No matter how much sleep I get, I'm still tired. Sometimes the more sleep I get, the more tired I am.
Before the baby came I got away with it, but now my
house is seldom clean and I am always behind on my
laundry and I never have a chance to fix myself up before
my husband comes home. He is always mad at me, and I
know it's my fault.
What do I do? Let my husband divorce me and get
custody of the baby? Or should I just el myself and leave
my husband free to marry someone else who will be a
better wife and mother? I don't know whether my problem
is mental or medical, but for God's sake,„don't tell me to go
to a Kloctor. We can't pay the bills we have.
LAZY
DEAR LAZY: I don't think you're lazy. I think you're
sick. Telephone the MENTAL HEALTH SOCIETY nearest
you. There is help for you even if you have no money. Or
get in touch with your local FAMILY SERVICE organization. Please don't put this off. I want to hear from you after
you have followed these suggestions. Good luck.
DEAR ABBY: In answer to PEG, concerning the male
nude, you said, "When you've seen one, you've seen 'em
all."
Certainly the same thing could be said about the female
nude, yet few men would agree with you.
That may be your view of the male body, but I for one
can appreciate a lean, muscular, well-developed physique.
I've seen one. And I don't want to see 'em all. MAUREEN
What's your problem? Yl feel healer V you get II off
your ebest. write to AHOY, llos 110706. Los Angeles, CalIsles. For • personal reply gnaw olaaspad. searessea
envelope
For Mey's sew knishist. "What Teen-Agers Wait so
Know." owl Is to Abby. Hos WM, Los Asagoaa, Cal. 90.01.

Mrs. Thomas Jones
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Women
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church met in the home of
Mrs. Thomas Jones, South 12th
Street, Murray, on Thursday,
October 14, at seven o'clock in the
evening.

Others taking part in the
program were Mrs.- Merrit
Lawson, Mrs. Delia Graham,and
Mrs. Thomas Jones.

Dr. Joe N. Prince Conducts Tour Of Fine Micheal Bowman Is
Arts Building For The Music Department Speaker At Gamma
The Music Department of the on November 11 at the
Murray Woman's Club met Presbyterian Church. An or- Omicron Meeting

The Baptist Young Women of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met in the home of Mrs.
Gene Darnell on Tuesday, October 12, for the regular monthly
meeting.
Mrs.
Mickey
Boggess,
president, presided over a brief
business session.
An interesting program op
''Missions In Metropolis: Mexico
City' was presented by Mrs.
Junior Turner.
Mrs. Jim Neale read the
calendar of prayer with special
prayer for missionaries having
birthdays on that date.
Delicious refreshments of cup
cakes decorated in the Halloween
motif, spiced tea, and coffee were
served by Mrs. Darnell. _
Present for the meeting were
Mesdames Junior Turner, Carl
Dalton, David Smotherman, Jim
Neale, Jerry Boyd, Gene Darnell,
and Mickey Boggess.
The next meeting will be held
on Tuesday, November 9, at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Jerry Boyd.

•

DEAR ABBY: My husband had one ear pierced when
he was in the Army, and he always wears a gold earring in
It. He knows I don't like it, but he likes it and continues to
wear it anyway.
I have tried nagging him about it, and also ignoring it,
and then I just gave up. The only thing I ask of him is to
please not wear it when he comes around my place of work.
Be has paid no attention to my request and when he shows
up where I work with that earring on, everyone snickers
and makes remarks.
Now I have decided to do something that will embarrass him as much as he is embarrassing me without embarrassing myself. Have you any suggestions? Thanks.
HATES EARRINGS ON MEN

Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd was
leader for the program on the
theme, "The Bible Speaks About
Making Use Of Our Talents".
Mr.JewelWarford
Certified Hearing
Audiologist
Aid

RR.AY, KENTUCKY

Mrs. Gene Darnell
Hostess For BYW
Of Sinking Spring

Pb..,. ,S3 1517 or 133.41141

Nature's Club Has
Meet On Wednesday
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club held its regular monthly
meeting at the Community
Center on Ellis Drive on Wednesday, October 20, at one-thirty
o'clock in the afternoon.
Plans for the meeting of the
Audubon District of The Garden
Club of Kentucky, Inc., to be held
at the Murray Woman's Club
House on Wednesday, October
27, were discussed.
The club is one of three Murray
Garden Clubs being hostesses for
the 25th annual meeting of the
Audubon District.

Mrs. R. Q. Knight, hostess,
ed refreshments to Mrs.
Mrs. Nix Crawford and Mrs. etus Robinson, Mrs. Charlie
Jones were appointed to serve on tubblefield, Mrs. Kenton Miller,
rs. Walter Miller, Mrs. I. H.
the nominating committee.
Members were urged to attend ey, Mrs. S. L. Horn, Mrs. Lennis
Presbytery at the Calvary isk. and Mrs. ha Douglas.
Church on October 20.
The The next meeting will be held
meeting ;was closed with the on Wednesday, November 17, at
group repeating "The Lord's 1:30 p.m. at the Community
Prayer" in unison.
Center with Mrs. Stubble('cid as
hostess. Mrs. Walter Miller will
Delicious refreshments were give the lesson on -Landserved by Mrs. Jones to Mrs. scaping".
Delia Graham, Mg. Edd Glover,
Mrs. Margaret NeM Boyd, Mrs.
Merrit Lawson, and Mrs. Nix
tii.s stains ariiiinil I
Crawford, members, and Mrs.
lark and ,cuffs Ian ruin 1 /1e
Hugh Kelso, a new member.
"Pizzazz- offuuli ri iii111111'S
Plans were made for a potluck shirts. To get nil it them,
supper to be held at the church on pre-treat such arealii a
Thursday, November 11, at six paste of detergent mail, ssith a
p.m. The mission program will little water. Then %Ash as
usual.
follow the supper.
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Dinner For 4
Rice
Chicken Bombay
Salad
Broccoli
Pineapple Upsidedown Cake
CHICKEN BOMBAY
The happy blend of spice
comes from the cuisine of India.
3 pound frying chicken, cut
up
1 teaspoon salt
IA teaspoon ginger
th teaspoon cardamom
14 teaspoon chili powder
teaspoon turmeric
3 tablespoons butter
1 large clove garlic, minced
2 small onions, sliced thin
and separated into rings
Wash and dry chicken. On a
sheet of wax paper mix together the spices; spread out; mil
chicken in spice. In a 10-inch
skillet melt butter, add chicken
and brown over moderate heat.
Sprinkle with garlic and onion.
Cover tightly and simmer until
tender—about 30 minutes. Turn
chicken once or twice during
cooking, mixing onion with
drippings in pan. Makes 4
servings.

The Gamma Omicron Chapter
Tuesday evening, October 19, at chestra will accompany the
the Price Doyle Fine Arts chorus and Larrie Clark will be of Beta Sigma Phi met for its
regular meeting on October 21, in
Building.
soloist.
the Directors room of the Bank of
Dr. Joe N. Prince, Dean of the
School of Fine Arts, took the Hostesses for the meeting were Murray.
The guest speaker for the
group on a tour of the new Mrs. John C. Winter, Mrs. Paul
building. He pointed out that the Shahan, Mrs. Richard Farrell, evening was Michael Bowman,
decor of the facility had been Miss Lillian Tate, Mrs. H. Glenn graduate of Murray State
planned to carry out a flavor Doran, Mrs. ,Alvin Crafton, and University. He was introduced by
Mrs. John Paulk who was in
complementary to the fine arts. Mrs. Kathryn Elliott.
charge of the program,
The tour included a visit to the
"Pleasures of Possessions".
multi-level Clara Eagle Art
Bowman had with him several
Gallery and an explanation of the
antique pieces which he had
facilities comprising the Art
collected from various points of
Department; the theatre comthe world. Included in the display
plex which is composed of a 350'
were a Persian helmet from
seat auditorium, a large stage
and modern dressing rooms. Mrs. Richard Armstrong Iran, stoneware from England,
makeup rooms, and costume opened her home for the meeting and several America pieces. He
storage rooms; and the Music of the Penny Homemakers Club pointed out that collections
Department area where the held on Monday, October 18, at should be made of items with a
personal meaning to the person
group was shown a chorus ten o'clock in the morning.
collecting them. A discussion
rehearsal hall, a studio, practice
"Hemstitching" period followed.
rooms equipped with new pianos, The lesson on
by
was
Mrs. Ernest
presented
President, Mrs. Ray Sims,
and the Richard W. Farrell
Recital Hall which will seat 250 Madrey. Members brought presided at the opekting ritual,
material for this special interest welcome and business
people.
meeting
project.
which followed. The roll call was
John
Professor
Winter,
organist, demonstrated the
Mrs. R. C. Scott presented the answered with members naming
custom-built, three manual pipe main lesson for the month on something they collected.
organ housed in the Farrell "Making Christmas Gifts From
At the conclusion of the
Recital Hall. The tour was the Sewing Basket". She showed
meeting. Mein Sigma Phi was
concluded with a visit to the many things she had made from
explained to the group at a local
campus radio station lo&ated on the patterns and ideas given in
international Sorority. Mrs.
and
the top level of the building.
the lesson sheet.
Sims told elf the meaning and
Preceding the tour, a business
Beta Sigma Phi with
meeting was held with Mrs. Joe Landscape notes were given by founding of
Gardner explaining
Fred
Mrs.
Mrs.
Brooks
Moody
and Mrs.
Prince, Chairman of the Music
traditions, both locally and
Department, presiding. Mrs. Scott directed the recreational the
Internationally. Mrs. John
Howard Bazzell read the minutes period.
presented the inEmerson
and the correspondence. Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Covey, president, stallation plan and told what the
Charles Simons gave the
presided,and Mrs. Delia Graham fees were used for.
treasurer's report and retninded read the
scripture from Psalms
the members that club dues are 16:11
After the closing ritual and
and led in prayer.
to be paid before November 1.
Mizpah by the eight members
Mrs. Prince introduced Mrs. The secretary, Mrs. Graham present, refreshments of cake
Wayne Keller, a new member Feltner, called the roll with
es
csoffee were served by the
Mrs. Gerry Requarth,
and wleccrned her to the members answering with their
"favorite Halloween 'treats assisted by Mrs. John Hina and
department. Mrs. Larry Contri.
Mrs. John' R. Thompson received as children".
reported that the children's
concert will be on December 7, Others present, not previously Guests present for the open
and that a morning and afternoon mentioned, were Mrs. Paul meeting were: Misses Ann
concert will be given for city and Butterworthy, Mrs. Brent But- Winstead,. Bobbie Calhoun,
county grade school and kin- terworth, Mrs. Thomas James, Rhonda Kavanaugh and Sandra
Mrs...Perry Hendon, Mrs. Vernon Paschall along with Mesdames:
dergarten children.
Bruce
Williams,
Mrs. Charles Moffett an- Moody, Mrs. Ruby Harrell, and William
Thomas, Mike Morgan, Tommy
nounced that the program for the Mrs. Alton Cole.
November meeting of the Music A sack lunch was served at Caraway, Joe Ginn, Ray Story,
Tony Taylor, Richard Ford,
Department will be presented by noon.
Robinson and Jackie
Frank
several international students
those present, eight
Of
Jones.
from Murray State University. The next meeting will be held
Mrs. Kathryn Elliott urged the on Monday, November 15, at ten desired membership into the
group to plan to attend a per- a.m. at the Holiday Inn with Mrs. Sorority with one transferee
coming in the Chapter.
formance of two Bach cantatas Delia Graham as hostess.

Penny Homemakers
Hold Regular Meet
At Armstrong Home

t

All Coupons Good Thru
October 31, 1971
THANK YOU! That is what these money
saving coupons are meant to say. We appreciate your business.. And remember
Boone's Laundry' and Cleaners' high quality
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and fine service
remain the same...Nothing changed but the
price!
. No limit on
what you bring
on each coupon
The more
valuable
coupons you use ,
the more you
-saveTake the
coupons to any 5
convenient
Boone Cleaner
locations

SAVE
On
your Drv
leaning During
Boone Cleaners
Appreciation
Sale

Clip
These
Inflation
Fighter
Coupons
Coupons
All
thru
Good
October 31st at
Boone's
all
Cleaners
Stores

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

@BOONEV

BOONE'S

MEN'S SUITS

PLAIN DRESSES

Reg. 51.60
LJ

BOONE'S

Each

(PANT SUITS INCLUDED)
$109

tin
77C

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.

Coupon Good thru October 31, 1971

Coupon Good thru October 31, 1971

BOONE'

BOONE'S

DRAPERIES
Off
55c 20% f

SLACKS

Regular Price
Re
Any
ngu IC;d
r er

Men's or Ladies'

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru October 31, 1971

'Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru October 31, 1971

TBOONE'

BEREEBOONV

SHIRTS LAUNDERED

BLANKETS
99c

4 99c
For

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.

Coupon Good thru October 31, 1971

Coupon Good thru October 31, 1971

FREE
ON ItEtH ;EST

PPPPPPP gfElPij, MPProPPIPPP

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
5 Convenient Locations

13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points
Story Ave.
603 Main

P %GE

FOUR

1 fiF

1 EDGER

&

TIMES— MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MONDAY—OCTOBER 25, 1971

Casper Wins $150,000 Kaiser
International Tourney Sunday

BOWLING
STANDINGS

By JOE SARGIS
Billy saw something he liked year in the Disney event.
UPI,Sports Writer
His play in the
which
is
very much.
NAPA, Calif. (UPI) —Billy "My iron
record
a
75,000 fans
shots were super," drew
Casper feels today as if a big he said. "And
that gave me a despite the absence of Palmer
burden has been lifted from his big lift."
and Jack Nicklaus was about as
shoulders.
Casper
carried
the
"lift" perfect as you can get. He
Casper, a religious man who through the next
three rounds bagged 21 birds in the four
probably
handles
adversity and wound up the
had
only two
winner by rounds and
better than most people, took four strokes
with a tourney bogeys.
care of his problem all by record 19 under
"I can't remember a tourpar 269.
himself Sunday by winning the "You'd
have to say the iron nament when I had so few
$150,000 Kaiser International made the
"These
big difference," bogies," Casper said.
East Tennessee just bareiy
Open Golf Tournament.
Casper said when it was all four rounds were about as good came from behind to tie
up the
It was his first victory of 1971 over Sunday'
afternoon. "I hit as I can play."
Murray State Racers in Johnson
and it came at just about the so many good,
long iron shots Fred Marti, a struggling pro City, 6-6.
time he was beginning to think that it began
to scare me whose only claim to fame is a Both teams picked up two field
he might never win again.
because I usually don't hit victory early this year in the goals apiece, for the tie.

AJ BC
Bowling League

Murray State Battles
To 6-6 Standoff In
Rainy Saturday Bout

John
Caddy' Del Taylor, predicted
satellite
Ontario-United
them that well."
Open Rauch was the star for
the Bucs
Billy would win the Kaiser last
moved
past Aaron
to grab scoring attack with
both field
The victory was worth 830,000 second place
week while the two played a
with a 15-under goals. The first
came in the
couple of practice rounds near and pushed Billy's 1971 earn- par score of 273. He closed with
second quarter, to give the East
ings to 8107,072. It marked the a five under
home in Bonita, Calif.
67 to beat Aaron; squad a 3-0 halftime
lead.
"I hope you are right," sixth consecutive year he, has who had a 71, by a stroke. That
Stan Watts booted 22 and 20
Casper told Taylor, "but I don't topped the $100,000 plateau in gave Marti
a prize of 817,100
yard field goals in the third and
see how you can say that the earnings and the triumph was and boosted
his earnings this
fourth quarters. With less then
. way I've been playing this the 45th of his career which year to $54,284.
Aaron, who
two minutes left to play, the Bucs
began in 1956.
year."
It also means hasn't won a tourney
title since
went for the tie, rather than a
While Casper hoped, suddenly that Casper now has won at the 1970 Atlanta
classic, earned
touchdown as Rauch kicked one
he became enthused himself least one tourney every year $10,650 and
now has won $61,280
from the 28.
because a new set of irons he he's been a pro. He needed the this year.
r

victory in the Kaiser because of
George Jcitmson closed with
ABA Standings
a schedule he set up earlier.
an even par 72 and was fourth sr
"So I came to the Kaiser His only othm.pCti--te
East
4rt 276, 12 under par That won
W. L. Pct.
relaxed and in a good frame of his slump would come in the him
$7,050.
Kentucky
3 1
750
mind," Casper said. "I'll say Disneyland World at Orlando,
Miller Barber and Mike Hill Virginia
3 2 600
this, you have to be telaxed to Fla., in early' December.
York
New
3
3
500
finished at 279 and John Schlee,
Floridians
3 3 .500
play this game, and the older I -After the kind of year I was Dave Eichelberger, Hale
Irwin Pittsburgh
2 3 .400
having," said Casper, this
get the truer it seems. •
2 4 .333
and Lou Graham tied at 280, arolina
Casper,'exceeded in career victory makes it a real good
eight under par and 11 strokes
West
tour_ victories only by Sam year now."
behind Casper.
W. L. Pct,
-. Snead, Ben Hogan, Arnold
Indiana
So, Billy goes home today to
S- 1 .833
Lee Trevino had a final round
Utah
5 3 571
Palmer and Byron Nelson, gave enjoy a week of rest and fishing
71 and wound up in a tie at 282. Dallas
. 3 3 .500
an indication of things to come with his family and then shoves That
2 4 333
gave the winner this year Memphis
Denver
1 1 2.00
in the very first round when he off for Japan next week to
Play of
the
U.S.
British and
shot a five under 67. That put in two tournament there. After
Sunday's
Results
Canadian opens a check for
Memphis 111 New York 105
him a stroke behind Tommy that he'll play a tourney in
$2,250 and
pushed
his 1971 Kentucky 116 Floridians 110
Aaron and Hugh Royer, but Morocco and then wind up
'
th
---iearnings to 8199,469, about Utah 119 Pittsburgh 116
games scheduled)
behind
!$6,000
pace setter (Only Monday's
Games
(No games scheduled)
picked up were starting to hel
solve his problems.

GB
U2
2
3
3 2

W..L

Head Pins
Be bops
Road Runners
Glory Stompers
Torpedoes
Butters
Bowlers 4
Ball Returns
Peacemakers
C'iallengers

Tennessee

which

overall and

0-3-1

is

now

0-6-1

in

the

Ohio

Valley Conference,
Junior Fullback Rick Fisher
turned in another strong performance for the Racers picking
up 120 yards in 32 carries.
Greenfield also topped the 100
mark netting 109
carries.

yards in

14

Murray State finished with 208
yards rushing and eight passing
for 216 total yards. Pandolfi
completed only one of five passes
and had one intercepted.
Tennessee

ground

out

only 65 yards on the ground and
104 through the air. They completed 11 out of 29 pass attempts.

smallest

players

for 23 and Walker added 26 as
Chicago won despite being held

in

He turned in an outstanding
performance
Sunday
night,
hitting for 31 points to lead the
Lakers to a 113-103 victory over
the

Houston

victory

was

Rockets.
the

fifth

in

The
six

games for Los Angeles and left
the Lakers a half-game ahead
of Seattle
in
the
Pacific
Division.
Flynn Robinson and Jim
McMillian added 23 points each
for
Lakers
the
and
Wilt
Chamberlain had 17, five near
the end of the game, to insure
the victory. Elvin Hayes led
Houston

into

If you're fed up to here
with dealers who don't
4) care, were with you. We
care—about
you and the car you drive.
Every car we sell is built to last And our
caring doesn't stop with our selling either.
We follow bp with service after the sale.
because we want to be the kind of dealer
America wants Try us and see
winrkettealli IMM640111 111111211MEI

Southern

California

and
type score over Kansas State to
dropped a 28-14 decision. Edesel
maintain its unbeaten record.
Garrison scored twice for the
The Sooners face Iowa State Trojans.
this Saturday. The Cyclones are
No.
7
Georgia
bombed
5-1 but are not expected to pose
Kentucky 34-0. A pair of 25-yard
much of a threat to powerful
field goals by Kim Braswell in
the first half was all the

AHL Standings
United Press International
East
W
L. T. Pts
Boston
4 0 1 0
Springfield
3 1 2 8
Nova Scotia
4 2 0 8
Rochester
4 3 0 8
2 4 2 6
and Providence
West
By

We wantto
be the kind of
dealer
America
wants

College Scores

Dancer, won the $71,515 Cana- 1962.
Coach Ara Parseghian said
International Championship Sunday by 21
/
2 lengths at Notre Dame's loss to Southern
dian

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.
303 POPLAR ST.

MURRAY, KY.

Western's coattail,

ton, Tech beat Morehead 26-8,
Middle Tennessee downed Aus-

Utah Takes
Pittsburgh
In Squeaker

tin Peay 19-7, Murray and East
Tennessee battled to a 6-6 tie
and Western bumped Eastern.
Western was only leading

Cain

214 23 seconds to move Utah past
assists.
The Racers return home next
Pittsburgh 119-116.
Middle Tennessee, having
week for a Saturday night clash
Combs scored the last four
High Ind. Series (SC)
trouble outside the conference
with
Eastern
Kentucky Paul Holland
508 points of the game. He hit on a
this year, dumped last place
Alan Jones
453
University,
jumper to move Utah ahead
Austin Peay to remain in conRichard Scott
426 117-116 and then sank two free
tention for the title.
ETSU
throws to give the Stars an
0 3 0 3-6
The highlight of that game
Murray State
0 0 3 3-4
insurance cushion.
High Ind. Series (HC)
ETSU—Rauch 23 PG
was a 74-yard punt return for
Paul
Holland
CS—wait, 22 FO
610
Combs
and
Zelmo
Beatty
VS—Watts 10 FO
Terry Stalls
a touchdown by .MTSU's Ray562
ETSU--Rauch 28 FO
;hared scoring honors for Utah
Richard SScott
- 552
mond Bonner.
with 24 points apiece. Skeeter
All scoring in the East TenETSU Murray stmt.
Swift
also
hit
for
24
in
leading
F.'s, Downs
13
11
High Averages
nessee-Murray game came on
`faros Rushing
65
?Oa
Paul
Holland
Ya•cts Passing
169 the Pittsburgh scoring.
104
field goals. The Bucs' John
Passes
David Copeland
153
Dan Issel scored 22 points in
Puntsa :31647
Larry Evans
Rauch kicked field goals of 23
Fumbles Lost
152
2
1
each
half
as
Eastern
Y ArCs Penalized
DivisilrGarry Evans
15
145
15
and 28 yards while Murray's
Bob Hargrove
143 leading Kentucky trounced the
Stan Watts booted goals of
.Alan Jones
142 Floridians 116-110. Rookie
cen- and 20 yards.

Statistics

72

ter Artis Gilmore--netted 21

In action next Saturday, Western will play Morehead at home
and Eastern Kentucky' will meet
Murray at Murray. Three teams
will play outside the conference.
Tech will face UT Chattanooga

in

Peay

will

Chattanooga, Middle
Tennessee will play Ball State
in
Murfreesboro and
Austin
meet Northwood

at
Midland, Mich. East Tennessee
is idle.

Dii
Ovel

By JOI
UPI

Who els
"over-the-hi

timer like I
Dawson, I
an

of

16

three touch

the last to (
remaining,

City Chiefs

over the Yr
The loss
games

fo
veteran tea
new coach
billing

its

Geezers."
For

muc.

looked as i
would
ren

Football L(
ten team a.
17-6 halftirh

Taylor, whi

of four and
Kilmer

in

suffered a
scored
the

changed th
gape.

Dalkon h
25-yard

so
third period

17-13. Curt I
goal

of
t
Washington

last period I
ed with roo
a

15-yard

threw 28 y
the decidi

made a bril
with

Pat

F

over him.

"It wasn"

said Taylor
catch. "I w

off or anyt1
I practice.

reach furtt

than you ci
tried to go

hard as I c
for dear Id
Dawson ni

winning cat
gling himsi
end Verlon
caught the
just

as I
pass," said

idea where

knew someb

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

Phone 753-9999

When railroads,trucks and water carriers work together

k don't knots

or them. Wt,
of the cr
something g
P., ,
- It s

not

world," said
still holds a
the Nations
"We've got
and we'll
played hard
by a better
beat us alibis."
In

the

conference g
New Englai
NFC play,
Detroit 23
stunned the
23-7, Los
Green Bay 31
lieat St. Lou
ripped New
Miami chi
Jets 30-14, F
beat Housto
clobbered

Sea
has S
Odds

r

645 set by Texas-El Pam,
against New Mexico State in
ONE FOR ALL WINGS RACE
1948. Pruitt's yardage bettered
TORONTO UPI i—One For the Big Eight mark of 283 set
All, a bay son of Northern by Gale Sayers of Kansas in

riA A

on

Bulldogs

needed.
3 11
Eighth-ranked Penn—Stite
TIT
By United Press International routed Texas
1
Christian 66-14
East
1 6
behind Lydell Mitchell's four
1 3 Boston Coll 40 Pitt 21
0 2 Boston U
28 Rhode Is 7
ltouchdowns and
177 yards
Dartmouth 16 Harvard 13
rushing.
Penn St 66 TCU 14
West Virginia 43 Temple 33
The No. 9 Arkansas RazorLehigh 50 Gettysburg 0
backs punished North Texas
Cornell 31 Yale 10
Army 14 Virginia 9
State 60-21. Mike Saint scored
Princeton 31 Penn 0
four TDs and Joe Ferguson
Navy 5 Duke 14
threw two TD passes.
'Columbia 17 Rutbers 16
Geneva 42 Grove City 7
No. 10 Stanford lost a 24-23
Delaware 47 West Chester 8
stunner to Washington State as
Sliperry Rock 30 Rockport
Fairmont 17 Concord 12
the
Cougars won
on Don
Toledo 35 Dayton 7
Sweet's 27-yard field goal on
Illinois 11 Purdue 7
the last play of the game.
Michigan 35 Minnesota 7
Back to the nation's top two
Oklahoma 71 Kansas St 18
Southern Cal 28 Notre Dame 14 powers.
Iowa St 40 Kansas 16
Johnny Rodgers and Jeff
Midwest
Kinney spearheaded Nebraska's
E Mich 31 Wis Mil 0
Bulter 11 Indiana St 14
lopsided victory overt Oklahoma
Anderson 11 Indiana Central 14
State with two touchdowns
' Drake 49 South Dakota 7
No Dak St 13 Northern Iowa each. Rodgers' TDs came
on a
11
six-yard pass from Jerry Tagge
Akron 43 So. III 21
and a 92-yard punt return.
Southwest
SMU 18 Texas Tech 17
Kinney, who stands within one
Texas 39 Rice 10
touchdown of a Nebraska
Texas A&Mi 10 Beryfor
Nebraska 41 Oakla St 13
record, Scored On a 25-yard run
Brigham Young 25 Tulsa 7
and then tallied his 27th career
Arkansas 60 No T ex St 11
Arizona St 60 New Mexico 18 touchdown On a 12-yard scam So Tex
10 Sam Houston 7
per.
West
Oklahoma had possession of
Air Force 17 Colo St
17
Colorado 17 Missouri 7
the ball 12 times and scored 11
Oregon 34 San Jose st 14
touchdowns. Greg Pruitt racked
Wash 38 Oregon St 14
up 294 yards and scored three
Wash St 24 Stanford 23
California 31 UCLA 14
touchdowns for the Sooners.
Arizona 14 Utah 3
Weber St 30 Nev Las Vegas 17 whose 711-yard single game
Boise St 35 Cent Wash 16
surge eclipsed the old record of

Newport Royal
;7 Don., Hardtop

Still

however, are Tennessee Tech
thminated some of its competi- and Middle Tennessee in
the
tion this weekend for the Ohio runner-up position
as the OVC
Valley Conference crown by de- race goes into the stretch.
eating Eastern Kentucky 16-7.
In a full slate of league ac-

I

way.
Hal Greer scored 16 of his 28
points during a 36-point third
period as Philadelphia downed
Cleveland and recorded its fifth
victory in six games. Greer hit
for four baskets as the 76ers
reeled off 15 straight points in
the third period to break open a
close game.

with 35 points
Rudy Tomjanovich had 26.
In other NBA action Sunday, Cincinnati
1
—5- I---ChiCao-edged-Pho
-eflut 105-104,
Cleveland
3 5
Seattle ripped Cincinnati 119-101 Baltimore
1 3
1 4
and Philadelphia trounced Cle- Richmond
Tidewater
1 9
veland 111-93.
Sunday's Results
Bob Love, Chet Walker and Nova Scotia 5 Cincinnati 1
Jerry Sloan combined for 78 Providence 8 Cleveland 4
Rochester 4 Tidewater 1
points to lead the Bulls over
(Only games scheduled)
Monday's Games
Phoenix. Love had 29. Sloan hit
(No games scheduled)

By United Press International
Western Kentucky all but

NHL Standings
points for the Colonels. Mack
By United Press International
Calvin of the Floridians was his
East
W
L. T Pts club's top scorer with 30 points.
5 1 2 12
New York
Memphis overcame a 44-point
Boston
5 1 1 11
4 1 2 10 performance by New York's
Montreal
By GARY KALE
Toronto
10
2 3 1
Oklahoma, which set an NCAAI In other
Rick Barry' to best the Nqs
games,
Marinaro
Vancouver
UPI Spots
3 6 0 6
r Writer
record of 711 yards rushing in of Cornell
the
only' other
2 5 0 4 111-103 in
came within eight Detroit
It appears now that Nebraska
2 7 0 4 scheduled ABA game. Wendell
Buffalo
yards of breaking Steve Owens'
and Oklahoma might go right the Kansas State game.
Here's how the other top 10 NCAA
Ladner got hot in the second
West
career mark of 3,867
down to their Thanksgiving Day
W. L. T. Pts half and hit
20 of his 26 points
yards rushing as the Big Red Chicago
battle to determine the 1971 teams fared Saturday:
7 2 0 14
Third-ranked' Michigan de- beat Yale 31-10; Navy upset Minnesota
5 1 1 11 as Memphis won its second
college football champion.
Pittrsburgh
feated Minnesota 35-7 as Billy Duke 15-14
5 2 1 11 game in six decisions.
on a last minute
The two schools, ranked onePhiladelphia
3 4 0 6
3 5 0 6
two in the ratings, won by Taylor gained 166 yards to set a pass from Fred Stuvek to Andy St Louis
Wolverine
career
record
of Pease; Delaware, the No. 1 LOS Angeles
2 6 1 5 ORANTFS BEATS LUTZ
overwhelming scores Saturday
California
1 5 2 4
2,522 yards.
BARCELONA, Spain (UPI)—
small college team, swamped
and the. football fraternity' will
Results
Sunday's
No. 4
Alabama
whipped
West Chester 47-8; Gary Huff New York 1 Pittsburgh 1 (tie) Manuel Orantes of Spain scored
find out on Turkey Day' what
a 6-4, 6-3, 6-4 victory over Bob
happens when two unstoppable Houston 34-20. Alabama's John- threw five touchdown passes in Boston 4 Vancouver 3
ny Musso tallied twice to set a Florida State's
Lutz of Lancaster, Calif .
49-18 rout of California 6 Detroit 3
forces meet.
St Louis 3 Buffalo 2
Southeastern Conference career South Carolina; and
Sunday to win the Spanish Open
Dan White Philadelphia 2 Chicago 1
Nebraska, a 41-13 winner over
scoring mark of 212 points.
Tennis Tournament. Orantes
tossed six TD passes as Arizona Minnesota 6 Los Angeles 3
Oklahoma State on Saturday,
Monday's Games
broke the American's service
goes after its 27th consecutive Fifth-ranked Auburn routed State mauled New Mexico 60-28. (No games scheduled)
Clemson 35-13 as Pat Sullivan
three times in the second set
victory this weekend against threw
fOr
204 yards and one
Big
Eight
Conference
rival
touchdown.
Colorado. Oklahoma, ranked
Sixth-rated Notre Dame ran
No. 2, ran up a 75-28 basketball-

scoreless for
the
last four
the
minutes of the game. Paul Silas
National Basketball Association
but he looks mighty big to the led the Suns with 21.
Spencer Haywood's 23-point
Los Angeles Lakers right now.
The Lakers have lost star effort and a 20-point performance by Dick Snyder boosted
guard
Jerry
West for
two
weeks with a badly sprained Seattle over the Royals. The
ankle and Goodrich, a 6-foot-1 Sonics scored 10 straight points
second
former All-America at UCLA, midway through the
is being relied upon to handle period to take a 20-point lead
coasted the rest of the
the backcourt pressure.
the

523
518
491

Western Upends Eastern
16-7; Middle Tops APSU

in the final quarter when Bot
High Team Game (MC)
Morehead picked off an Eastern
Challengers
752
Kentucky aerial and ran 37
Bowlers 4
743
Be bops
710
yards to score as the final gur.
sounded.
The win gave 10th ranked
High Team Series (SC)
Torpedoes
1461 By United Press International
Western a 4-0 conference record
Be bops
1460
Glen Combs personally re- and sent the Colonels tumbling
Challengers
1450
minded the Utah Stars that
to third, a position they now
they are the American Basketshare with Morehead.
High Team Series (HC)
ball Association champions.
Challengers
To the delight of a homecom2137
Utah
won
its first
three
Bowlers 4
2076
crowd, Tech's Ottis Phillips
ing
Be bops
2036 games this season and then
started the score in the game
dropped
three in a row, a
High Ind. Game (SC)
with Morehead, romping into the
David Copeland
217 record not befitting a defending end zone
just four plays after
Paul Holland
181 champion. The Stars were on
Alan Jones
the opening kickoff.
174
verge
the
of losing their fourth
Jim Youngblood
z
High Ind Game (MC)
straight Svnft•.,
•
,
..71a.t.‘When day
for the second place Golden
David Copeland
241
Combs
took
charge
in
last
the
Paul Holland
- 215
Eagles with 10 tackles and six
Jimmy

Goodrich Leads Lakers To1N`ckia`Ls
113-103 Win Over Rockets Nebraska And Oklahoma Duel
For Number 1 Goes to Wire
By United Press International
Gail Goodrich may be one of

15 9
1411 91,2
13 11
12/
1
2 11, 2
12 12
(1 13
11 13
11 13
101 2 1352
92 14'2

The standoff left the Racers at
High Team Game SC)
1-2-1 in conference play and 2-3-1
Challengers
overall. It marked the first non- Be bops
defeat of the season for East Torpedoes

East

GB
...
'2
1
1
1'2
2

Team

The OVC

PAGE FIVE

Woodbine. One For All, a ninth Cal happened "on one of those
place finisher in France's Arc days when a lot of things went
de Triomphe on. Oct. 3, paid wrong. They jumped off early
.got
us
in
$5.70 and earned a winner's and
a
catchtip
purse

HI.

of $41,500 for J. J. Bell

situation and we're not that
type of team."

•
•

Rep'

America is really on the move!
The Louisville and Nashville Railroad brings the
products of America's farms and lactories to
your town. Working closely with shippers, they
help hold transportation costs to • minimum
while improving and espanding their service 10
meet the growing freight needs of our nation
Surface transportation companies like the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad can't cope with
soaring costs because income (uSt hasn't kept
pace. The problem is common to all three transportation modes railroads, trucks, and water
carriers If the system should break dowo. you
and your family would find yourselves paying
more for everything you need 1) The problem

demands immediate attention C; That's why the
Surface Transportation Act of 1971 has been introduced in Congress by Senator Vance Henke
(S-23821 and Representative Brock Adams
(HR -10146) Transportation must be relieved of
burdensome, anItquated govAnment-imposed
restrictions which hamper the improvement of
services essential to the public 1) Many solutions are included in the proposal a finance
agency to insist in providing loans and guarantees carrrers need for new eriuipment. wider
latitude in-permitting railroads to relinquish tin
profitable routes new approaches for protecting grade crossing There's more of course, but

the end result will c, v,,ie America
with a sensible program upon which its vital
surface transportation companies can grow L't The
Louisville
and Na
ille Railroad, One of lb. Nation's great
railro
serving shippers on 6,540 mule* of
track i 13 stales, is solidly behind the
purposed
AcL The LEN urges you to write your
Congressmen and Senators to request Its
passage May
we count on your support/
(1
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Dawson Rallies Chiefs To Win
Over The 'Over-The-Hill-Gang'
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Autopsy
Seals Whip Red
Monday
Scheduled Wings 6-3 Sunday
Morning
On Hughes
Quarterback
*4 ‘
4(

By JOE CARNICELLI
AFC action. San Diego beat goals for the Forty Niners.
Moving from a first place playing. You can't play for an
UPI Sports Writer
team to the bottom of the organization if you don't like
Who else could stop the Buffalo 20-3 in a Saturday night Dick Shiner, filling in for
cellar has made a happy man them, so,a lot of games I didn't
-over-the-hill-gang" but an old- AFC game while Baltimore injured Bob Berry, passed for
plays Minnesota tonight in an two scores and ran for a third
of Gerry Pinder.
give 100 per cent. I like it here.
timer Like Len Dawson?
By RICHARD L. SHOOK
It also resulted in the first I like the management and the
Dawson, the 36-year-old veter- inter-conference game.
to pace Atlanta over the Saints.
DETROIT (UPI) — Chuck celebration of the season for coach."
an of 16 pro seasons, threw Roger Staubach threw two Berry pulled a hamstring
By David Hill
Hughes was on his way back to the California Golden Seals, The Boston Bruins, meanthree touchdown passes Sunday, TD passes to Bob Hayes and muscle last week and Shiner,
Almost, but not quite.'That is, Murray High gave it all they had, the Detroit Lions' huddle with who do things in an odd way time, climbed into second place
the last to Otis Taylor with 3:59 ran for another score as the making his first appearance
63 seconds left to play. Minutes themselves. After failing to win in the East Division, one point
remaining, to rally the Kansas Cowboys opened their new since being obtained from the but just couldn't quite pull it out. They played the best game of
later, he was on his way to the in their first seven games, all behind New York, by overtaklast
two
the
or
season,
of
this
even
maybe
three
seasons.
City Chiefs to a 27-20 victory Texas stadium with a rout of Giants during the pre-season,
hospital and death.
on home ice, the Seals broke ing the Vancouver Canucks, 4-3,
The fans got quite a shock when they saw that field goal. I've
over the Washington Redskins. the Patriots. Staubach connect- threw for TDs to Harmon
The little-used and little- into the victory column by while the Rangers had to settle
one
can
around,
asking
no
been
and
seem
to
remember
ever
The loss was the first in six
Wages and Jim Mitchell.
known reserve wide receivet whipping the Red Wings, 6-3, at
having seen a Murray team kick a field goal. I'm not sure, but I
for a 1-1 tie with the Pittsburgh
4ames for
Washington, a ed on TD passes of 35 and 28
died
Sunday at the age of 22 Detroit Sunday night as Finder Penguins. Elsewhere, the
Phi
veteran team put together by yards and ran two yards for his Larry Csonka rumbled for 137 think they tried one a couple of years ago; I don't remember
stricken
National
on
a
Football
scored a hat trick.
ladelphia Flyers upset the
new coach George Allen and touchdown. Duane Thomas had yards and Jim Kiick gained 121 whether it was good or not.
Which brings us around to the subject of Chris Clopton. Clopton League playing field with an -Finder is the young man who Chicago Black Hawks, 2-1, the
billing itself as, "The Old a 56-yard scoring run for Dallas more as Miami exploded for 210
while Jim Plunkett threw two points in the second half to beat played the best game Friday that I have ever seen from him. He apparent Affeart attack or major quit the Chicago Black Hawks Minnesota North Stars tripped
Geezers."
blood vessel rupture.
temporarily during the National the Los Angeles Kings. 6-3. and
the Jets. Bob Griese also had a was really in there on defense. That field goal just barely made it
For much of the game, it TD passes for New England.
An autopsy was scheduled for Hockey League playoffs last the St. Louis Blues edged the
considering
through
uprights,
but
the
the angle of the kick, it was
37-yard TD pass to Paul
looked as if the veteran Skins
Bob Douglass threw two TD Warfield
a pretty good shot. It sort of makes you wonder what Clopton early today to determine the season and finally was traded Buffalo Sabres, 3-2.
for Miami.
would remain the National passes
and plunged one-yard
could
do if given a little more practice in game situations. Maybe precise cause of death to the to California during the sum- Finder, a 13-goal scorer last
Football League's only unbea- for
popular El Paso, Tex., resident, mer. He missed the first four season, didn't
the deciding score as the John Fugue's 30-yard touch- we should be kicking more field goals on fourth
get his first one
down.
ten team as they coasted to a Bears
who was the fifth fatality in the games this season while details
beat Detroit in a game down run with 3:07 left lifted
Joe Bill Friday had a good night Friday also. He was giving the
Sunday night until he deflected
17-6 halftime lead. But Charley marred
history of professional football. of that deal were worked out by
by the death of Lions Pittsburgh past Houston and Hoptown team all they wanted in the way of opposition
a Dick Redmond shot on a
when they
Taylor, who caught TD passes wide receiver
The wiry 6-foot, 180-pound league president
Chuck Hughes handed the winless Oilers their came his way.
Clarence power play at 16:17 of the
of four and 36 yards from Bill Hughes, a
native of Philadelphia, who Campbell.
28-year-old reserve fifth loss.
second period. This snapped a
Tim Lacsiter came through, too, on that fumble recovery.
Kilmer in the first half, wide receiver,
played collegiately at Texas-El "You know about
collapsed returnand
plaS
Lassiter
boy,
my situa- 2-2 tie, giving California the
pretty
it
size
is
good
a
to
good
use.
suffered a broken ankle as he ing to the
Linebacker
Forsburg
Fred
was
Paso,
trotting back to the tion with Chicago," Finder
huddle with little
Boy, that sure was a pretty pass from Cathey to McCuiston.
said lead for good, and he added two
scored the second TD and more than
ran 40 yards with an intercephuddle when he collapsed on after collecting his
a minute left and
first three more goals in the final period.
tion for one score and Don That Hoptown defender was right there On Porter, and Monty just the Chicago Bears' 15-yard
changed the complexion of the was pronounced dead
line.
of a heart
goals for the Seals. "I didn't
oston, trailing 3-1 late in the
game.
• attack less than an hour later. Horn threw a seven-yard TD dropped it right over his shoulder. That's not the easiest type of
Just three. --plays and 36like the coach artc?"iiiiitil
.4rif
nd period, finally overcame
pass to Billy MP•4- •••• Zaver pass in the world to catch, either.
Dagrson hit Otis Taylor with a
We still have a chance at the championship. It's very slim to be football 5el-Lif4.1- evi7 t;e1 be had along with the management. Vancouver on goals by Bobby
25-yard scoring pass in the Al Davis and Larry Watkins took a 24-0 'halftime lead and
made
a
clutch
catch
of
32
yards
third period to cut the lead to ran for TDs and Philadelphia rolled over the Browns. Mary sure, but it is still there. It is between Trigg and Murray, with the to give the trailing Lions a first There were some nights when I Orr, Johnny Bucy and Phil
17-13. Curt Knight's second field converted three Giant fumbles Hubbard scored three TDs as Tigersa not too close second. Trigg has two more games. If they down on the Bears' 36 in a went out that I didn't feel like Es.. ILO.
goal of the game boosted into field goals by Happy Feller Oakland squandered a 17-point lose one of those, and Murray beats Russellville next Friday, game Detroit eventually lost 28Washington ahead 20-13 in the as the Eagles scored their first lead before rallying to beat the we'll be tied. If they lose both of them, and we lose to Russellville, 23. Hughes was caught between
I MUST LEAVE THE
it will be tied. The only catch is, Trigg's last two games are with
last period but Dawson connect- victory after five straight Bengals.
two
defenders,
Bob
Jeter
and
JUNGLE, GURAN.
171t
Todd Central and Reidland. Now if you don't know who Todd
ed with rookie Elmo Wright on losses.
Garry Lyle, on the play but
Central is, let me give you a hint. Reidland defeated Todd 18-12
a 15-yard td pass and then
Roman Gabriel threw three LAUREL OFFPRACK BETS
BACK SOON.
routinely ran his pass routes
threw 28 yards to Taylor for 11) passes as the Rams cruised NEW YORK (UPI) — Off Friday night. I don't think there's any question who Reidland is. twice
more
before
being
COME, DEVIL.
Well, there's always next season.
the deciding score. Taylor past Green Bay and John track betting will accept bets
stricken.
made a brilliant one-hand grab Brodie's 50-yard
touchdown on today's $150,000 Washington,
Time of death was officially
NSA Standings
with Pat Fischer hanging all pass to Dick Witcher in the D.C. International at Laurel, By United Press International
fixed at 4:41 p.m. ;EST.),
Eastern Conference
over him.
fourth quarter boosted San Md. American-owned Run The
exactly ao minutes after the
Atlantic Division
"It wasn't fi hot dog thing," Francisco over the Cardinals. Gantlet was listed as the early
W. L. Pxt, GB
game ended, but Dr. Edwin R.
Philadelphia
5 1 .833
said Taylor of his one-handed Bruce Gossett had four fielc11 2-1 favorite
Guise,
the Lions' team physiBoston 4
3 1 .750 1
Dollar or
liar
Catch. "I wasn't trying to show
cian, said Hughes -was unconNew York
3 3 .500 2
Bowling League
Buffalo
1 5 167 4
off or anything. It's something'
scious when he arrived on the
•
Team
I practice. Sometimes you can
Central Division
W L field."
W.
L.
Pc
-t.
GB
reach further with one hand
No Ones
Cleveland
2 5
TO 8
286
Both clubs' doctors and
than you can with two. I just
Cincinnati
Alley Cats
1 3
18 10
250
1/,
Ti Robs
Baltimore
1 4
17 11 trainers "tried mouth-to-mouth
200
tried to go after the ball as
2
Atlanta
GiclOyBiddies
TOO
1 it
16 12 resuscitation and cardiac
mashard as I could. I was running
Strike--Quts
la 14
for dear life."
Maybe's
Western Conference
10 18 sage,"'Dr. Guise said.
By DOUG MONROE
Losers
Midwest Division
9 19
Dawson never saw the game- ROCKINGHAM, N.C. (UPI) flag.between laps 233 and 237
W. L. Pct. GB Fan Teales
"He was a healthy young
8 TO
winning catch. He was untan- —Richard Petty reigns su- was not Baker's only problem. Milwaukee
High Team Game (SC)
6 0 1 000
man
and showed an intermitran
Dodge
radiator
his
Alley
in
Cats
Chicago
4 1
800 1",
598
gling himself from defensive preme over the North Carolina The
Detroit
Maybe's
2 .667 2
588 tent response .... finally his body
end Verlon Biggs when Taylor Motor Speedway, having won hot for much of the last portion Phoenix
No. Ones
1 3 .250 4
5'73 could take it no longer, there
caught the pass. "He hit me "his fifth race in four years on of the race.
High Team Game (HC
was no longer any respiration
' a•
Maybe's
Pacific
sign
Division
up
804
held
a
crew
His pit
just as I was releasing the the one-mile oval.
W. L. Pct. GB Alley Cats
789 by 4:41. In that time he had
pass," said Dawson. "I had no Petty won Sunday's American reading, "don't cook it." Baker Los Angeles •
No. Ones
5 1 .833
768 been without adequate circulaSy"
n
High Team Series (SC)
5 2 .714 /
1
2
idea where it was going, but I 580 by almost a full lap in a held his car back, he said Seattle
the
tion
for
brain
to
approxiGolden
Alley
State
Cats
3
2
1717
.600
11
/
2
over."
boil
to
not
knew somebody might catch it. controversial victory over trying
Portland
Maybe's
1 3 250 3
1646 mately one hour," Dr. Guise
In the first turn on the 393rd Houston
Losers
don't know whether it was us ammate Buddy Baker, taking
0 6 .000 5
1638
said, "and resuscitation atHigh Team Series (HC)
or them. When I heard the roar $17,620 in first-prize money. lap, Baker bumped into the
Sunday's Results
Maybe's
2294 tempts were stopped at that
of the crowd, I assumed Baker, who drives a petty back of the Plymouth driven by Philadelphia 111 Cleveland 93
Alley Cats
2290 time.
Losers
something good had happened." enterprises Dodge, apparently Pete Hamilton, of Dedham Los Angeles 113 Houston 103
2247
Chicago 105 Phoenix 104
High
Ind
Game
(SC)
"He was a great player and a
thought he had won the race Mass., who finished fourth.
Seattle 119 Cincinnati 101
Jane Buchanan.
222
"It's not the end of the until he saw
"I thought it would bust the (Only games scheduled)
Glenda Hull
the results on the
221 great person," stunned owner
world," said Allen, whose team scoreboard.
Monday's Games
Mary Contri
radiator, but it didn't," Baker
187 William Clay Ford of the Lions
Leaving his Eden -like paradise in the deep woods and
Atlanta at Boston
High Ingo
still holds a one-game lead in
said. "I'm just horrified and
At first irate, Baker quickly said, adding that the minor (Only game scheduled)
his fiercely-loyal pygmy friends, THE PHANTOM — the
High Ind Game (HC)
tbe National Conference East. cooled off. His early contention collision may have worsened
Jane Buchanan
legendary Ghost Who Walks — answers the call to
256 shocked."
Glenda Hill
'e've got a fine football team
251
champion the weak and chastise the evil
1 MILLION HUNTRESSES
was that Petty had passed him his overheating problems.
Mary
Contri
Players visibly distraught
228 1
and we'll bounce back. We
Ride along with him—his great horse, Hero, and his
as the racers slowed under a Wrecks abounded at the race. The National Shooting Sports
filed from the silent Detroit
trained wolf Devil — into stirring jungle adventures
Nig% Ind Series (SC)
played hard and just got beat
caution flag. After showering, When Coo Coo Marlin's Chevro- Foundation reports that there Glenda Hill
605 clubhouse. Placekicker
Errol
by a better football team. They
Baker told newsmen, "I slowed let blew its engine near the are nearly one million women Jane Buchanan
508 Mann and
tight
Charlie
end
beat us —no excuses, no
hunters
in
the
Mary Smith
United
States;
482
down, I thought the caution was third turn in the 83rd lap, oil
Sanders both wept without
High Ind. Series (HC)
that's one for every 16 men.
alibis."
out.
Glenda Hill
spilled on the track, causing
695 shame.
Buchanan
Jane
interother
only
610
the
In
"But it Must not have been. seven cars to spin out.
PAKISTAN HOCKEY CHAMP Fran Platzer
593
Hughes is survived by his
conference game, Dallas routed He must have thought it was
BARCELONA, Spain (UPI)
Pole-siter
Charlie
Glotzbach,
widow, Sharon Leah, and 23New England 44-21 while in behind him."
Pakistan defeated Spain 1-0 to
Averages
High
who led for a total of 77 laps,
BY LEE FALK AND SEYMOUR BARRY
month-old son, Brendon Shane.'
upset
play, Chicago
NFC
NASCAR officials, agreeing
163 Hughes was one of 13 children
wrecked his Chevrolet Monte win the first World Field lenda Hill
Detroit 23-23, Philadelphia with Petty ruled that the yellow
Hockey
Morton
155
Championship. The argaret
153 in a family which moved to
stunned the New York Giants flag was waved after the Carlo after his spin-out, and victory by the 1968 Olympics Jane Buchanan
Mary Smith
150 Texas
was a
he
while
23-7, Los --Angeles dumped electric-blue Plymouth passed' was forced to drop out of
147 youngster. Funeral details were
race. His crew worked for five champions avenged a qualifying Pat Scott
Green Bay 30-13, San Francisco it.
144
Addison
Kay
round
loss
to
Spain.
minutes trying to whip the
inco ilete.
teat St. Louis 26-14 and Atlanta
"I passed him before I got
battered white car back into
ripped New Orelans 28-6.
the flag," an exhausted Petty
shape, but the damage was too
Miami clubbed the New York maintained. "I just got by him.
severe for him to continue.
Jets 30-14, Pittsburgh rallied to The 'boys right behind us got
David Pearson also was
beat Houston 23-16 and Denver it."
knocked
out of contention in the
clobbered Cleveland 27-0 in
The disputed sixth caution
spinning when his Plymouth
smashed into the wall.
A.J. Foyt, riding the crest of
a U.S. auto club race win
Saturday, blew a tire and
slammed into the grandstand
wall on the front stretch,
knocking his Chevrolet out of
the race in lap 146.
Mercury driver Donnie Allison was the first big name
driver to drop out of the race
when :he pulled behind the wall
after 65 laps because of an
overheating problem.
He got back into the race
when brother Bobby tired and

1--**

yir

BOWLING
STANDOGS

PettyTakes
American 500 Sunday
ichard

TIlE PHANTOM'S Off-

righl .9 wrong, oorreo/
c7t) injusliee Or punish evil--

llw PHANTOM

i

STARTING SOON in The

LEDGER & TIMES

If Your Battery
has Seen It's Third Winter,
Odds Are It Won't See Another
Sears

PEOPLES
ciBANK
MURRAY

Replace it with Sears 48-Month Battery
with trade
$1
Regulai ;24.95
ibl1 Catalog Sale Price
with trade
asuirsli rn-tra rtnra 0 trn n ra rn n rei

Q39

Battery Guarantee

analranssyllie
real
NI or
oiled

rate-

May
I

Free rvplacernent within 90 days of purchase if hat tecy proves defective. After 90 days we will replace it
with a new battery, if defective, charging only for the
jieriod if ownership. Your monthly charge for ownership will be computed by dividing the current selling
price less trade-in at the time of return, by the
number of months of guarantee.
Sizes to fit mo,t American ears in stock for immediate delivery
se Sears Easy Payment Plan Sale Prices in Effect Thru Nov 291
Saltsfacliorr (.1wralitivd or Your Moue). Bock

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE

Southside Manor
Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
AND co
Ph 753- 2310

Scarsi

SEARS, ROEBUCK

let Donnie take over the wheel
in lap 294. Donnie guided his
brother's Woods Brothers Mercury to a third place finish.
Petty, who collapsed after
getting the checkered flag, took
gulps of oxygen and proclaimed, "it was probably the
best we ran all year.
"I ran just as hard as I
could the whole time," he said
Petty's victory was his 19th
of the season, raising his career
total to 138 wins and boosting
his point total for the drivers
championship to 4,087. The first
place money raised the season
earnings for stock car racing's
first millionaire winner to
$270,230
Baker's second-place finish
brought him $9,745. Bobby
Allison got $6,320 for his car's
third place, Pete Hamilton took
home $4,195 and Bobby Isaac,
who brought his often-troubled
Dodge in fifth got $3,920.

(A FULL
SERVICE
\ BANK

KY.

BLUE CHW
SAVINGS
ACCOUNT

leRnAtignr ins.aure4h.111..,M.,

f
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Telephone Pioneers

Utilities Given Until 1976
To Install Emisston Control

State Seeks To
Amend Insurance
Cancellation Law

--by Odell Vance

The state Insurance Department plans to propose to the 1872
t•-•
(Editor's Note: This is another manager. He still did work on General Assembly a law
installed
In a series of articles on telephone switchboards,
requiring companies to tell
telephones and etc, but he was holders of cancelled policies why
pioneers. Today: 011ie Brown.)
also manager of all departments they are not renewing automobile
of the telephone company. He coverage.
also had the Benton exchange. Insurance Commissioner
el.
In 1956, the commercial Robert Preston said such a bill is
department and the plant being drawn up, subject to the
department were divided. Mr. approval of the next adBrown was made manager of the ministration, to clarify...public
plant department and Mr. misunderstanding of the current
Forrest Riddle was commercial "no cancellation" statute.
manager. Mr. Brown retired in The law, passed in 1968, limits
1960. It is very interesting to talk cancellation to the grounds of
to him, as he can tell you some driver's license revocation or
very amusing and personal nonpayment of premiums and
stories about the, company and requires insurers to tell
the people who worked for him policyholders the reason for any
during his 37 years with the cancellation.
011ie Brown
company.
: Mr. 011ie Brown started to We should not say Mr. Brown "But.. the company can refuse
;work for the Cumberland has retired, he has just changed to renew you and doesn't have to
you
any
reason
2Telephone Company in 1923 at jobs. He and his wife, Obera, live give
Hamlet M. Miller id Murray is shown above with Senator
f
- aducah, Kentucky. He was a on a farm off the Benton Road. whatever...and there is nothing Marlow Cook 'or Mums he worked this 111111011111111ff as a
paintenance man,and he and his He raises corn, cattle, and hogs. you can do about it, "Preston Ceagressisaal inters. Dan worked in the Washingten office from
Yew used a model "T" Ford to His pride and joy are two border said.
Jose through July. Typically, an intern in Senator Cook's sffice
liaul their equipment. Later he collies, Bess and Susie. They are He added that policyholders does clerical work such as keeping records of needed hdermatlea
'2v5s sent to Smithland, Kentucky known as working dogs and it is a often complain of being cancelled from the Congressional Reread, undertaking research from both
20 set poles. He was given a beautiful sight to see them when actually the company is office and Library of Cowes, sources and contact work with
simply declining to carry them various
livagon and s teem of mules for working his cattle.
government and Congressional service agencies. Adas risks any longer.
this. He said it would take all day
two Preston said his agency ndll. ditioliatf Zie Sexy's.' —As the Interns to observe interesting
Mr. and Mrs.
o go to Smithland and another children. D. L. , who is a
sessions(idle Senateand House of Representatives, committee
make its proposal as an amend- hearings and
slay to get back.
tqpecial meetings and programs conducted for inframeman with South Central ment to the 1968 law.
• In 1924, Mr. Brown came to Bell and Ann,, whose husband,
terns.'Dan is the sea of Judge and Mrs. Robert O. Miller, Murray.
Murray to work. He was known Richard, is an installer for South NIXON VET DAY SPEECH
as a combination man, a com- Central Bell. Both are located in WASHINGTON (UPI) —Presbination man did everything. He Murray. So, you see, Mr. Brown ident Nixon plans to make a
set poles, repaired lines, repaired
is still very much a part of the Veterans Day address to the
switchboards and any other jobs telephone company. He would nation on radio Sunday night at
Rest-selling recOrds of the week, based on Cash-Box
that needed to be done. He said he
like to see a Life Pioneer Club ( a 7:30 p.m. EDT, according to
Magazine's nationwide survey:
had set many a telephone pole by
club of retired telephone people) the White House.
"MAGGIE MAY," Stewart
himself. Later he was sent to
The White House said the
started in Murray.
"YO-Y0," Osinonds
Hickman as a-combination man.
—And, oh yes, as with most President would spend the
"SUPERSTAR," Carpenters
In December 1928, Mr, Brown
grandparents they are very weekend at Camp David and
"DO YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN," Michaels
was transferred back to Murray
proud of their three grand- make th speech from that
"GYPSYS,TRAMPS & THIEVES," Cher
and promoted to prorate_ children.
-mountain retreat.
"TIRED OF BEING ALONE," Qreene
"SWEET CITY WOMAN," Stampeders
"I'VE FOUND SOMEONE OF MY OWN," Free Movement .
"IF YOU REALLY LOVE ME," Wonder
"'THIN LINE BETWEEN LOVE & HATE," Persuaders
Best-selling country-western records:
"I'D RATHER BE SORRY," Price
"QUITS," Anderson
"HOW CAN I UNLOVE YOU," Anderson
"YOU'RE LOOKING AT COUNTRY," Lynn
"EASY LOVING," Hart
"I DON'T KNOW YOU ANYMORE," Overstreet
"ROLLL1N' IN MY SWEET BABY'S ARMS," Owens
"CEDARTOWN,GEORGIA," Jennings
"LEAVIN' AND SAYIN' GOODBYE," Young
"FLY AWAY AGAIN," Dudley

t

FRANKFORT, Ky—Upholding KU must also furnish the
Its staff's recommendation, the KAPCC with regular reports
Kentucky Air Pollution Conttol about its construction progress
Commission (KAPCC) and its compliance with the ingranted Kentucky Utilities terim control measures.
Company an exemption from a The eight units now use
regulation preventing emissions mechanical collectors to control
These
of particulate matter from in- particulate emissions.
direct heat exchangers. The operate at an efficiency of 80 to 85
exemption allows KU time to per cent. The proposed elecInstall $15 million of control trostatic precipitators will
equipment on eight of its boilers operate at 99 per cent efficiency.
At the Oct. 6 hearing on the
by 1979.
exemption, KU
President
The eight cola-fired boilers are
In four of ICU's plants. They are William A. Duncan told hearing
Brown No. 1 and 2 in Mercer officer Robert H. Kinker that if
County; Green River No. 1,2,3, KU were required to imand 4 in Muhlenberg County; mediately comply with the
Tyrone No. 3 in Anderson KAPCC regulation, the affected
County; and Pineville No. 3 in plants would have shutdown. He
said the company would be
Bell County.
The exemption requires KU to forced to close all their plants.
use all available methods of Duncan also said KU could not
,lnterim control including in- complete installation of controls
tion of availability ar.d faster than 1975 because of the
feasibility of low ash coal, complexity of the equipment.
oil-burning KU must apply for the
utilization
of
generators to their full capacity, exemption each year until the
utilization of strict maintenance controls are operative.
procedures at existing facilities
to insure efficient operations and
taking all steps to expedite the
installation of the proposed
control facilities.

'Maggie May' Leads Top 10

TV
LEACH'S MUSIC &SALE!!
.•

NEW MANAGER

Announces
DENNIS TRAVIS — MSU Music Major
Invites You

to SWINGING SAVINGS

in the DIXIELAND CENTER
* 8-Track Tapes - 12.95 up
* Top 100 Billboard Hits - 78' ea.
* Rod Stuart - Every picture tells a story LP - 2.98
* 11.00 Off All LPs in Stock
* Magnificent Magnavox Component System - 199.95

Just for fun,
follow tho big parade
of laughs in

BEETLE
Sta
i
rtidng
iiSL
ooE
nY
in The

Ledger & Times

What if thatcute little
out-of-town number you dialed
turnsoutto bethe wrong one?
First ofall,dont panic. All you need dois hang up as
diplomatically as possible,then call the operator.
Explain to her what happened and she'll make sure you
don't get charged for the call.
Aboveall,don'tlet it discourage you.
'Dialing along distance Lovin'Phone allis easy when
you remernber to first dial"1'then the area codeifdifferent
from your own),then the number.
And remember,the rates are
low every night plus all weekend
long.Ifat first...
© South Central Bel
•

Squabble holds up teachers'
wages in poor school district

EVERYBODY WELCOME!!
OTHER BIG SAVINGS STORE WIDE!!
Lasts From Oct. 25 thru Oct. 30

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Phone 753-7575
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RAZEWELL. TENN. 111P11: There still are potbellied stoves and outdoor privies in many of the
elementary schools in this mining community in the
east Tennessee mountains. This is one of thg poorest
areas in the state, and its teachers are beginning to
feel the pinch.
As a result of a squabble between the state and
Claiborne County over educational facilities, the 176
elementary school teachers have not been paid since
the beginning of the fall term.
The state has refused to provide its support for
the operation of the 20 schools with 4400 students
until the county approves a plan for modernizing the
schools' physical facilities.
The state provides 80 per cent of the operating
funds. The teachers have missed three paychecks
since the start of the school year in August.

* Blank C60 Casette Tapes - 69 ea.
* Gibson Les Paul Guitar - 1425.00
FREE SPEAKERS when you purchase any car 8-track Player!!
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No paychecks

Complete with Speakers

Dixieland Center

Some medical authorities on
akin problems of children believe cleanliness is the key to
avoiding many common skin
infections.

He'll
BOWL
you over
with
laughter
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2 SALES IN ONE!!
CARPET SALE

FALL WALLPAPER SALE

Vc
in,
Sp
an

LASTS UNTIL THE END OF OCTOBER

UNBELIEVABLE PRICES

NYLON RUBBER BACK CARPET
SHAGS WITH PAD
100% NYLON CARPET WITH PAD

(Reg. '7.95)SALE 6.95$
SALE

(Installed)

$6.95(Installed)
$5.50 (Installed)

We have many more styles and types of
carpet unbelievably priced for this sale.
Mr. Leo Alexander, who has been in this business for over
18 years, is our installation man.

Help us get ready for our Spring shipment of new wallpaper.
We must lower the stock of wallpaper we have now,in order
to make room for the new shipment.

WALLPAPER
WALLPAPER

Values up to 89'
Values up to 69'

Single Roll

For mor

25;

Single Roll Oct

Many More Bargains ...
Come By and Take Advantage of This Sale!

3101
ArnerIC

3101

NAME.
C OMP
CITY_

HUGHES PAINT STORE
401 Maple Street

Pleasbene

I am

Phone 753-3642,

I am

C_] Ret

ER 35, 1971
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Japanese fear disastrous quake
Au-
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Copley N, s Service
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TOKYO - For some time
now an earthquake scare has
gripped Japan with quake
experts predicting a tremor of
disastrous magnitude in the
foreseeable future.
The quake consciousness has
taken on more acute proportions since a strong earthquake
hit Los Angeles earlier this
year.
Campaigns launched by
authorities to awaken the
people to the dangers of a
malor earthquake in. urban
areas also have produced some
effects. There are also ominous
signs presaging a major
earthquake.
The daily average number of
tremors - most of them indiscernible - have increased
)in recent months. Some people
say abnormal weather and the
recent high tide that flooded
various -pails of the Pacific
seaboard regions of central
Japan are also signs pointing to
the coming of a big quake.
• Prof. Hiroshi Kawasumi of
the University of Tokyo, a
'noted seismologist, confidently
predicted that a major earthquake would hit.Japan on the
average of every 69 years.
According to his theory, 1989
or thereabouts would be the

year a major quake is expected
to strike this country as it
would be the 69th year counting
from 1923 when the great Kanto
-earthquake destroyed much of
Tokyo. Granting an error of 13
ears, this means that the
danger period would start six
years from now.
Kawasumi earlier this year
testified in the Diet that it was
almost 100 per cent certain that
a major earthquake would
occur some time around 1991
and that the danger period
would begin around 1977.
However,
another
seismologist, Prof. Takahiro
Ogiwara, who had been
studying changes in the crust of
the earth in connection with
quake detections in which he
specializes, feels that it would
be another 100 years before a
tremor of an intensity of the
great Kanto earthquake strikes
the same area again.
- But even Ogiwara is not too
sure about'this. None of the top
seismologists in Japan can say
for sure whether a major
earthquake would come or not
in the not too distant future.
There is still no way of accurately predicting an •-sevilb-r-•
quake.
According to a survey conducted. by a major Tokyo
newspaper on quake consciousness, about 70 per cent of
those polled are apprehensive

about a big earthquake and as
many as 90 per cent believe in
the 69-year quake cycle theory
advanced by Kawasumi.
The survey disclosed that
men in their 60s and teen-age
girls are most concerned with
quakes.
With the likelihood of a quake
disaster growing stronger, a
group of scientists has
proposed that the government
adopt a system whereby a
quake warning would be given
10 minutes prior to the actual
occurrence.
Since epicenters of the past
large earthquakes hitting the
Kanto region have been mostly
located at the bottom of
Sagami Bay off Kanagawa
prefecture or in the Pacific off
Boso peninsula southeast of
Tokyo,a seismograph would be
placed there and when it
caught the tremor, authorities
would be warned of the coming
of the quake with only 10
seconds left before the disaster
would strike Tokyo, time
enough to enable police to warn
the people by radio, TV and
sirens.
Of course, it cannot be said
abeptutely nothing has
been done by authorities and
people in private status until
the„qualie scare came along.
Most of the steps taken in the
past, however, were by private
groups, particularly those

I.

composed of scholars. In 1962,
scholars cona group of
cerned with quakes urged the
government to make concrete
efforts on detection of and
creparatioNfor a major quake.
As a result, authorities, who
are usually slow in taking
action until it is too late, set up
an advisory council for the
purpose.
Unlike Los Angeles, where
streets are wider, houses not so
flimsy and ground more solid,
damage in Tokyo would be
much greater if a quake of the
same intensity shook the
metropolis. If a quake of the
intensity of the great Kanto
earthquake of 1923 Nits Tokyo,
the crowded Koto Ward of
eastern Tokyo would be
completely destroyed .by fire
and millidns of people would be
killed, experts predict.
According
the
to
Metropolitan Fire Board,
residential areas of the western
part of Tokyo would also be
affected.
Central Tokyo was completely rebuilt after it was
leveled by World War II air
raids. But reconstruction
planning did aol..,pcw*
such contingenciesas-e-mJr
earthquake. As a result Tokyo
grew into the world's largest
city and also one of the most
dangerous.
By the time city fathers
realized that something had to
be done to make the city safer,
Tokyo had become such an
intricate complex tha; it would
have required an almost impossible face-lifting to meet
safety standards.
Should an earthquake of the
magnitude of the great Kanto
earthquake
strike
the
metropolis and its surrounding
areits any time soon, at least
one million persons would die
in the holocaust, according to
estimates of some quake experts..
Heavy casualties would be
seen particularly in the eastern
part of the city where homes
and establishments are far
more congested than in the
western section of the city.
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday Evening *
CH. 3
WSIL
5 30 News
6 00 Cactus Pete
6 25 Weather
6 30 Sherman
7,00 Nan. 8. Prof.
7 30 Blackman
8 00 Football
11 00 News
11:30 Judd
)2.30 News

ge

CH.4
WSM
5:30 News
6:00 News
81:030:30ViTrogninigiahnt
1,00 movie
woo News

CH. 5
WLAC
COO News
6:30 Dead-Alive
7:00 Gunsmoke
8:00 Lucy
8:30 Doris Day
9:00 3 Sons
9:30 Arnie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Gm. Acres
7:00 Laugh-In
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 8
WSI X
5:30 News
6:00 Andy Grit.
6:30 Movie
II:00 NFL
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

_

-

CH. 3
WSIL
8 30 LaLanne
9.00 The Hour
1 0:00 USDA
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitcbed
11:30 Password
12:00 my Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Cloth Car.
5 30 News
6:00 Cactus
6.25 Weather
6:30 Mod Sqd.
7:30 Movie.
9:00 Marcus WelbY
10:00 Weather
10:30 cavett
12:00 News
",e, --

I

CH. 29
WDXR
)5:30 Monsters
5:57 News
0110 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat. Feat
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday
-

CH. 4
WSM
6:00 Mor.
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concen.
10:00 Sale-Cen.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 WVVW
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 An. World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Mayberry
5:25 Wee.-Spts.
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Ironside
7:30 Sarge
8:00 Fun. Side
9:30 Chan.
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

,•

CH. 12
KFVS
5:30 News
5:45 Scoreboard
5:50 Weather
6:00 News
7:27 News
7:30 Movie
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Movie
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

CH. 8
CH...-11/414.'
CH. 5
WSIX
WPSD
WLAC
5:45 Journal
6:30 McCoys
7:00 Today
6:00 News
7:00 Bozo
9:00 Dinah
6:30 N'Ville
8:30 Romper
AM 9:30 Concent.
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen. 9:00 Lucy
7:S5 Kitc.
8:00 Kangaroo
9:30 Hillbillies
10:30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy 10:00 mov.Game
9:30 T or C
11:30 w.w.iN
10:30 That Girl
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
11:30
10:30 Love of Life 12,00 News
11:00 Bewitched
11:00 Heart Is
11:30 Flipper
12:15 Pastor
11:30 Search
12:00 My Child
12:30
55 Rcimp.
12:00 Singing Con.Calendar 12:30 Make-Deal
12:00
1:00 Newlyweds
1:00 Lives
12:25 News
1:30 Doctors
1:30 Dating
12:30 World Turns 2:00 World
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
1:00 Love Is
2:30 One Life
2:30 Promise
1:30 Guiding Light 3:00 Somerset
3:00 Password
2:00 Secret Storm 3:30 popeye
3:30 Love Am.
2:30 Secret Storm 4:00 Gilligan
4:00 Jeannie
2:30 Edge of Night 4:30 Dan Boone 4:30 Green Acres
3:00 0omer
Pyle 5:30 News
5:00 News
3:30 Gilligan
6:00 News
5:30 News
4:00 Movie
6:00 Andy Grit.
6:30 Ironside
5:25 News
6:30 Mod Sq.
7:30 Serge
6:00 News
0:30 Fkinny Side 7:30 Movie
6:30 Campbell
9:30 Ge%pew . MO Welby, M.D.
7:30 Hawaii
5-0 r '70:WI N.svs
1
' wfrO0 Takes Thief
8:30 Cannon
11:00 News
'
10:30 Tonight
9:30 WLAC-TV
11:30 Cavett
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

Men's wear

Golfer Lee Trevino
Designing Sportswear

to Auk wouldn't fall out of
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) - The the pocket.
"Golfers don't particularly
phone rang the other day and
it was Lee Trevino the golfer' need dog ears: but these slacks
calling from his home in El aren't just for golfers. They're
Paso to extol the merits of his for everybody - fishermen,
new sportswear line and his people _who mow lawns or
new super 10-speed racing people who just want to look
bicycle on which he hopes to sporty. And we made the
pedal back into the big money. waistiland wifier so they'd be
Not that he needs the more comfortable. They were
money. The Super Mex -has one inch but we made them
already
won more than two or two and a half inches.
$200,000 this year and was on Very comfortable.
"Qf course, if. you have
Ms way to-4300,000 before
being felled by an appendec- sports slacks you've got to have
tomy. But, as he says, "Nly sports shirts. First thing I did
goal is toin a million dollars. was put in a pocket since so
The way I'm spending money many people haven't kicked
the cigarette habit and they
By BRENDA W. ROTZOLL
I've got to win a million."
want a pocket. Then we went
After
operation
the
last
VENICE(UPI)- Roberta di
August he played in a string of „into all the collars and colors
Camerino's rise to-head of a
tournaments but failed to 'bit - 15 colonS at least.
multi-million . dollar accessories
"Then there had to be
make the cut, which is how the
business started with purses
stretch in the clothes so we
bike
racing
came
being.
into
that have since become status
"My stomach muscles felt turned to knits. Why I
symbols among those in the jet
stiff
and my legs felt weak wouldn't have won the Charset.
the operation," he said. lotte (lassie if it hadn't been
after
Mrs. di Camerino has been
"So
I
got the bicycle. Racing for stretch. The last round I
at it now nearly a quarter of a
handlebars. Ten speeds. Very was wearing cotton slacks.
century. When she decided after
fast. I plan to ride five miles a That was bad. Couldn't swing.
World War II to emphasize
Pedaled full speed to the So I changed into knits and
day.
purses instead of hats as the
barber shop yesterday and to there I was with my drives
main
accessory, "qrs. di
my office today. Then I went splitting the fairways again."
camerino was ahead of her
There are five styles of
out
and shot a 64 the other
time.
-day, eight under par. That is shirts in his spring collection
including a collar with four
"Hats used to give tone to .i. some bicycle."
Then he turned to the inch points and four brass
woman's outfit.- she said. -I
:object of his latest venture - snaps on the placket and one
thought the purse could bemen's sports wear for which he with a zipper so you can wear
come the main accessor!.. I
in with Blue Bell which it like a plunfing neckline or
tied
make them colorful instead
of
.
—makes
Use Ur-angler line- Ac.tu-- zip it up hi4h. There is also a
ttt,nan I hd
,ally he started three years ago crew neck shirt with a cartoon
- A story in an Italian magabut that was i!i a small was and of the Super Mex on the front.
zine brought her a contract
They are made for mixing
for next spring it will he big
from Neiman-Marcus, the giant
or matching and Trevino's own
time like his golf.
"l'exas department store. Thal
a Mexican
"They didn't sell very well patented signature
launched Mrs. di Camerino intiTrns up on the
at first because I kept insisting sonibrero
ternationally.
on straight leg pants when breast. But as he says, "I used
everybody wanted flares," he to be a Mexican hut since. I
\ow she has stores in toe
said. "I tried a pair of slacks made all that money I've
Italian
cities,, franchises in
with flare and they were great become a Spaniard. But that
Switzerland, West Germany ,
- they were cooler and you sombrero is still mine."
Belgium, the Netherland, and
Trevino visually wean; his
can wear them over yong
Sweden, and sells in
boots. We wear a lot of boots own sportswear with a sports
departments in many American
jacket when he attends some
in El Paso.
cities, and in Japan, Tiirke,
"But the first thing I want- more or Less formal events. But
Canada, Australia and South
ed to do was get rid of the he does own a couple of suits.
Africa.
Western pockets. 1 cm know One is a lime colored double
er son, l:go, 28. is an archi- the kind. Straight across the knit and the either is a light
tect
king on plans for the top. If you want to put your brown check in what he calls a
butrestoratio of Venice. He de- hands in your pockets, you "Johnny Carson cut"
signed her ne
ome store. Her have to stand up straight and toned flaps on the pocket.
"But mostly I don't like to
•laughter, Hobe
22, has suck in your stomach and
joined the firm, w'hsçi 110W
stretch. So I had them made dress up," he said. "Instead of
makes umbrellas, lugga ,and
slanting like a triangle so you a suit III wear my favorite old
chithing, in addition to pun.:
could stiek N our hands in. sports jacket. It has little black
A perfume was added recently'. Then we added dog ears (flaps) and white checks and it doesn't
have a collar.

.

CM. 12
KFVS
6:00 Sun. Sem.
6:30 Break. Show
7:00 News
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
Pic .
12:00 Farm
12:05 News
12:20 Weather
12:30 World Turns
Many
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Sec. Storm
2:30 Edge-Night
3:00 Lassie
4:00 Virginian
5:30 News
6:30 Campbell
5-0
7:30 Hawaii
8:30 Cannon
No
ftriO ,„
9:30 Al
10:00
10:30 Mery Griffin
News
12:00 Late

CH. 29
WDXR
12:06 Gourmet
12:30 People
12:37 News
12:44. Harvey
12:50 Sewing
1:00 Movie
300 May. Game
3'30 McHale
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Call-West
5:30 Monsters
5:S7 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Crest. Feat.
30:30 Movie
12:00 Sports
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HAVE A GOOD
TONIGHT
TIME
WITH STEVE McQUEE

N.

AT

L P. , 3TEv E Mc-QUEEN 3H0WS
YOU THE RUGGED EXCITEMENT OF
WANTED: DEAD OR ALIVE

WLAC-TV

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD* Designer
OFFER QUALITY HEALTH CARE PROTECTION
TO HELP-YOU MEET TODAY'S COST AND
CHANGING METHODS OF PROVIDING CARE
BLUE CROSS® FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES
For each confinement
Choice of room allowances
Covered hospital services

Up to 70 days coverage
Up to $40 per day
Paid in full

BLUE SHIELD® FOR PHYSICIANS SERVICES
A choice of surgitallowances

Schedule C ($270)
or Schedule D ($405)
Allowances for in-hospital medical calls . ... x-ray. • anesthesia
With comprehensive BLUE CROSSi nd BLUE SHIELD', Schedule
C or D, you are eligible to apply for additional protection
available through the EXTENDED BENEFITS ENDORSEMENT.
This Endorsement adds and increases specified benefits
OUT-OF-THE-HOSPITAL, DURING HOSPITALIZATION AND
FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZATION.
Various programs and benefits are available to eligible
individuals, families, and employee groups of five or more.
Special programs available for eligible college students
and individuals 65 and over.
For more information, without obligation, complete and mail the coupon today!
Farm Bureau Members, See Your Farm Bureau Agent
KENTUCKY

'W

bags success

ANTHONY QUINN AND
JACK PALANCE.
AT 10:30 P.M., ANTHONY QuiNN AND
JACK PALANCE STAGE THE TREACHEROUS
SUSPENSE OF BARABBAS, TONIGHT'S
FILM FESTIVAL FEATURE.

WLAC-TV

WLAC-TVc 5
THE GOOD TIMES
FROM THE LOCAL
POINT OF VIEW

BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SHIELD"'
it BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.

3101 Bardstown Road

KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.

Louisville, Ky. 40205

American Hospital Association

Phone (502) 452-1511

11 " National Association of Blue Shield Plans

•
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Rood, Louisville Ky. 40205
•
NAME

HOME
ADDRESS

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

MIJIL1

ZIP

MR. AND MRS, JOHN DOE
1234 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY.
PAY TO THE
Merchants of Murray
ORDER OF

No
October 18,

19

71

73-669
832

12.61

Twelve dollars and 61100 cents
DO.L LARS

Please send me, without obligation, information on health care
benefits and eligibility requirements.
I am:

1 64 years of age or under.
A college student.

Services rendered
PEOPLES BANK
YON

I 65 years of age or over.

r I Interested in forming a group.

I am: A Blue Cross and Blue Shield member, certificate #
1 1 Reaching 19. 1.1 Getting married. Li Interested in upgrading benefits, under age 65.

M

R RAY /KY.

1:0832•"06691: 000 000 OP
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Mrs. Rudolph
Passes Away

Quotes
From The
News
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Stock lariet
Continued from Page 1)

Reading Conference

By United Press International lice will protect Soviet Premier NEW YORK (UPI)—Prices
spiGo—Military spokesme Alexei N. Kosygin when he
moved narrowly lower at the
said today that a Soot tours the Toronto area today. opening today on the New York
Vietnamese air force C4 Security was increased in the
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Jail tunnel
is found

MONDAY—OCTOBER 25, 1971
FIREMEN CALLED
The Murray Fire Department
answered a call Saturday at 3:20
p.m. to the Jerry Stallons Shop at
1410 Glendale Road. A gas tank
on a motor bike had exploded, but
the fire was out on arrival of the
firemen.
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Reg. Price $119.90

Jamison

$64

Suburban Regent
Innerspring
Mattress
4 Piece
Bedroom
Gold
Velvet
2 Piece
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HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat 1971 HONDA 350 Street Scram- BELTONE FACTORY fresh
bier, 8550.00 or best offer. Phone hearings aid batteries for all
bed,one box bed. Phone 753TFC 753-6834
7850
025C make hearing aids. Wallis
027C
-Drugs.

$11995

r REDUCE SAFE and fast with
GoBese Tablets and E-Vap
"water pills". Holland Drug
027P
Store.

CAESAR'S
1302 Chestnut
*Mon.-Tues.-Wed., Oct. 25-26-27
* ITALIAN

$29900
99
*PIZZABURGE
R2for
$29995
$7888

e

*Reg. 69' each
*YOU SAVE 39'

„.„ SPOTS before your eyes-on your
-ar new carpet-remove them with
* Blue Lustre. Rent electric
* shampooer
$1, Begley's Dm
sto

WITH THIS COUPON *1‘

•

0044

1

0

NEWSPAPER
ROUTES
at the

Ledger & Times

**********
********
Living Room Suite
-TUESDAY ONLY
FORD TRACTOR Truck,& 40 ft. 23 HEADS OF black Angus, 11
Dacron/Cotton
sliding Tandom grain trailer. cows, 11 calves, I bull. Cows and
1
Truck in good running condition bull registered:Cell after 5 p.m.
CHECK GINGHAMS
, with four new sittud grip tires. 753-2758.
025C
45"
79 yd
Priced for fast sale at $1600.00.
Fashion Costs Less
706117 days; 489-2189 night- .._
LED, mattress and box
When You Sew With fine
025C springs; platform rocker. Phone
s.
Fabrics from
025C
Famous Brand
TRAILER, 12'x58', Deluxe, 436-5511.
103 No. 4th Street
furnished or unfurnished. Like
FAB-N-TRIM
Full Factory Warranty
new. Lot available for renting. G.E. PORTABLE dishwasher,
North Side Court Square
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE NEED COMPETENT man to be
.‘"
Phone 753-4566 from 8:00-5:30 or $50.00. Antique hall tree, $100:00.
companion to elderly man. Will
753-7637 after 5:30 p.m.
TFC Ladies clothes, size 8-10. Phone
753-7761.
025C
139 ACRE FARM. Squire Ed live in home and receive salary.
:MAL
Inexpensive
ESTATE FOR SALE
CHAIN SAW, Sears lightweight
Adams farm, locate 11
/
2 miles Call 753-9174, or 753-5076, or 753- Direct Drive D-49 Automatic
north of Coldwater on black-top 8507,or see Mrs. Milburn Outland
Storage
LOCATED
4
miles
North
of
oiler. Used only a few hours.
027C,
Murray we have a 70 acre road. See or call Hill Adams, 489- in Canterbury Estates.
Good condition. Price $100,00.
025C
commercial tract that can be 2131._
Call 489-2405.
026C
purchased at farm property
t
price. This land is the only SMALL FARM: good location;
23-1/16X35"
SPECIAL SHIPMENT room size
available property we know of business or future investment.
rugs. Sculptured, shags, and
that extends from 4 lane US. 641 One mile East Murray, apThick
.009
Nubby design. Good selection of
to the railroad. City water, and proximately 10 acres pasture.
colors- 9-12-and 15 foot widths. These plates are perfect
gas availoblP Tbistract-caa_be Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
OUT OF SHAPE or overweight? FREE ESTIMATE On septic tank
Reductions up to 50 percent.
FOR RENT
Cozy older 7room house;modern.
bought for only 600 per acre.
For the easy way to lose inches or installation, Phone 753-7850. TFC,
„Sears Roebuck and Co. Murray, for siding or roofing
For appointment call 436LARGE
quiet
Oak
neighTrees,
for
pounds fast, call
N3c barns, for placing
TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- Ky. Phone 753-2310.
TFC
around borhood, shelters this 3 bedroom 2173.
SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962.
ment, all panelled, gas heat. Has'
on large lot. Relax on your,
MR I III) \"s
Weight loss guaranteed. NUNC
bottom of mobile homes covered
washer and dryer outlets. Fur- 2 BETTY ROSE COATS, size 14
patio and enjoy this WHY LIVE in a conunercialyea
%VS! ERs RN"
One
soft
green
wool
with
brown
nished or partially furnished or
and be bothered by loud tuck
to
keep
out
the
bargain at $20,750.00.
wind
fur
collar.
One
lighter
wool
coat,
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser
unfurnished. $55.00 per month.
noise when you can move to one
WEDDING GIFTS
over
let
$3,327.00
you
take
WILL
navy.
Both
like
vice,Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
new.
Average and snow, and for many
Apply In Person
Phone 489-2595.
025C
of the nicest residential areas in
bedroom
loan
on
brick
this
3
the
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farlength. Priced reasonable. Call
1 BY
Murray?
Meadows
Fox
and
other
uses
such
at
as
home close to the university.
mington, Kentucky.
753-2364.
TFC
025,C
Coach Estates Mobile 'Home
ONE BEDROOM furnished
"The Wishing Well"
and
refrigerator
ted,
stove
"building out"
apartment. Centrally located,
will . be yours. Immediate Parks are quiet, modern, ar
WE ARE ready now to deliver or
convenient to city, grade and
carpeted,
heat
mice
furnished,
or
rats.
air
possession.
YAMAHA 1970 MODEL 650. Will
take your order for six vein
thigh. schools, $25. per month
conditioned. No pets or children- sell cheap. Phone 753-3694.
See "
home
BEAUTIFUL
brick
new
stoker or four by seven lump coat
026C
includes most utilities and grass
reasonable.
753-1299.
025P
central
electric
Mr.
gas
heat
with
and
Paul
FOR RENT
or 6 by 3 egg. Phone 753-1813,,
Maggard
air. 3 bedroom, 2 baths all mowing,some residents use their
Fulton Ice & Coal Service, 408
Call at
time
any
at
TWO BEDROOM duplex apartpay
rent
their
savings
country
to
builtins in kitchen. Patio, garage
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
South 4th Street.
TFC
ment, $130.00 per month. Phone
and pick the carpet color you club dues. South 16th near
-753-7850.
TFC
NEVER SETTLE FOR SECOND
desire. Located in one of Canterbury,753-3856 or 7=103 N. 4th St.
030C BEST. Become associated with
Murray's newest subdivisions 7964.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
Murray, Ky.
and in city school district. An NICE 3 BEDROOM brick, AVON as an AVON RepresenTI AMITIES
EPIOIIRS
house. Phone 753-6544.
025P
tative. AVON,the world's largest
excellent
buy.
Eat Yoar Home
$17,000, 514 Whittle! Ave., Call
Are Poison
and most respected cosmetic
3/
1
2 ACRES on Hazel Highway- 753-5841.
*re'.
026P
TWO BEDROOM house, unREGISTERED FEMALE buy this choice land for $3,750.00.
...company. Call now after 7 P.M.
furnished on South 10th Street.
pointer bird dog, one year old, LOVELY,
immaculate
3 DUPLEX 1314 VINE STREET. f collect 385-9424, or write Mrs.
II I III I
Phone 436-2326 for apready- to train, $60. Phone 753- bedroom, 2 bath, brick home. Practically new, brick, two Janet Kunick, Manager, -Rt. 2
pointment.
3143.
023C Entry hall, kitchen with abun- bedrooms each side, washers, Box 136 A,Princeton, Ky. 030C
025C
ROACHES
dant cabinets and large eating dryers, refrigerators, stoves, and
Carry Germs
NICE TWO bedroom furnished
ONE SMALL Singer power floor area. Extra large closets. Ex- air conditioners, large lot, good
sweeper,$25.00; also metal twin ceptional buy.
income. Call us for an apNEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42 apartment, carpeted. Near
size bed, springs, and new WATERFRONT lot in Panorama pointment to see this property.
CHICAGO (UPI)
Tablets $3.00. Money back University. Phone 753-7550. OM
mattress,$25.00. Phone 753guarantee. Safe-T Discount
Shores. Ideal for year a round 901 COLDWATER ROAD, two Inidy is talking about ecolog%
2911.
apartments each with two these days but the man who
026NC home or vacation cottage.
Pharmacy.
027C THREE BEDROOM brick
house; garage attached, two
HOW about a really nice place to bedrooms. An outstanding in- coined the word remains rela.
,
blocks west of University. Phone
tnel% obscure.
MUST SELL!: 1971 Mobile live with 2 extra a apartments for vestment at only $11,750.00.
THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store in B. C. Grogan
The term ecolop, ai'elord i ng
for appointment,
' home,12x60,two bedroom,extra income? Main apartment has
Lynnville; Kentucky now has
753-5925.
, nice, carpeted, central air and carpets, fireplace, all built-ins in Claude L. Miller, Real Estate 753- to Encyclopaedia liritannica,
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
boots, boots and more boots. We
was the creatiim of Ernst Heinextra large living room. Take kitchen. Brick and located on 5064
have ladies suede Granny boots UNFURNISHED
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer over
rich ilacckel,(:erman zoologist
TWO bedroom
investment.
Great
John
lot.
C.
Neubauer,
large
payments.
Associate
Phone
474-2236
and also little girls Granny boots. house, near
who died in 1919.
University, $80.00
or inquire at Gordon's Fruit LARGE older house with 5 Broker 753-7531
These boots come- in all colors, per month.
025C
ilaeckel III IMO said, an in,
Phone 436-2291. 026P
Market,
across
from
Big
K.,
fireplaces,
and
lots
bedrooms,
2
We have gold and
ver holida
nd silver
ilkidual was the proilih•t of i•oMurray,
BEDROOM
Ky.
one
acre
BRICK
3
on
026C
Concrete
block
of personality.
boots. All these at low discount
operation between the emironONE THREE bedroon1 brick;
building ideal for cleanup shop, lot. Central heat and air. Carpet men( and •)rgailistnal heredity.
prices. We're open Mondayand
range furnished, in subdivision,
1
2, outside lie termed this relationship
ONE RUBBER tire wagon and goes with house. Leok this one throughout Bath and /
Friday,8:30.6:00,,Saturday 8:30$140.00 per month. One two
storage building. 4 years old -oecology 2. a word deriseil
one trailer two wheel 7'x12'; one over. It's priced to sell.
5:00. We will be open on Sunday bedroom brick with den. Stove,
trailer two whtel 5'x10'. Phone SPACIOUS 3 bedroom brick priced reasonable. 1½ miles from tlic Greek
meaning
beginning October 24 from 1:00- refrigerator furnished, $135.00
100 S 13th Street
026C home on quiet street. Near North Kirksey. For information -Funk.e.- and indicating the
489-2651.
Murray,
Ky.
5:00,from now until Christper month.
One newly
027P study of organisms I ri their
beauty shop, University, grocery, call 489-2402.
Phone 1533914 Day or Nite
.
029C decorated two bedroom house
FULL BLOODED German etc. Carpeted, 11
Katmai env innnments.
/
2 baths, 2 airHome Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
with den and dining room.
WANT TO BUY
Shepherd puppies, 7 weeks old. 'conditioners, fireplace, extra
PLEASE TAKE notice that the Range, refrigerator,
WATER
FALL VACATION
air conLicensed by State of Kentucky
$20.00 each. Also used Western nice storage building in back.
partnership of Gene Steely and ditioner! water
ATHENS,
W.Va. (UPI)and sewer fur'WANT
TO
BUY;
logs
ant
,
Now listed for only $24,000.
Scuyer Datson d-b-a Cashway nished. $125.00
Membe Chamber of Commerce saddle,$50.00. Phone 492standing timber. Also have for Students were enjoying their
per month. See AMMER.
026C
8399.
get
settled
let's
here
so
FALL
is
z
Building Material has voluntarily Hoyt or
traditional October vaCation at
Ray Roberts at Roberts
in this neat 3 bedroom brick home sale lumber and sawdust.
dissolved as of Oct. 15, 1971, and Realty, 505
College
WednesMain Street. Phone SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back WILL DO COMBINING. Call 753- OIL HEATING stove, $25.00. before winter. It has large Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. Concord
subsequent to said date. Cash75.3-1651.
026C hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- 9500 or
TFC day, but they had, to ,ThietIk.
753-7287. Roger and Phone 489-2344.
026C country kitchen, central heat and Phone 753-4147.
Way Building Materials shall be
toilets and turn onll the
5933.
N24C Ronald Crouse.
028C
air, 2 baths, draperies and
a propriertorship by Schuyer NICE FURNISHED three room
AUTOS FOR SALE
campus water spigots to get it.
TWO WHEEL heavy duty beautiful carpeting in living room
N1OC apartment. Private entrance.
Datson.
And it's going to cost them.
trailer; gas charcoal grill. 112 and halls. Extra outside storage
1965 PONTIAC GTO, power
Near University, at 1405 Poplar
Joseph E. Marsh, the college
North 13th Street, Apartment 1. building. Located 2/
miles
from
1
2
congood
brakes,
steering and
025C
TODDLERS DAY CAREnow has Street.
president, explained that clasPhone 753-7409.
027P town on 2 acres of land:
dition, 389 Trtpower, 4 speed,
opening for baby and also 2 year
ses have been suspended in
FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
025C
good tires. Call 753-5005.
olds. Have nurse on duty. 753previous Octobers because the
BIRD
unDOGS, trained and
Realtor
R.
Tucker
Donald
bathr
kitchen,
room,
Living
025C
4481.
water system in this southern
trained. Setters and Pointers. Member of Multiple Listing.
with shower and bath. 1 or
1962 SUPER 88 OLDS, good West Vireisia
city usually ebbs
Phone Puryear, Tennessee, 498- Phone 753-4342.
bedrooms, Zimmerman Apart
condition.
Priced
at
$200.00. Call in the autumn and there isn't
, 8274 after 6:00 p.m.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
027P Associates; Edna Knight, home
REGISTERED BLACK male ments, South 16th Street. Phon
Ph. 637-2778
753-7368.
025C enough water Elk both the
Toy Poodle is available for 753-6609.
phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home
027
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
A GOOD BUY
give it a try. phone 753-8958.
breeding. If interested, phone
025C 1968 DODGE CORONET R-T community and the college.
026NC
Blue Lustre America's favorite
But Marsh said that water
753-3862 after 5 p.in.
NASHVILLE,
TENN.
Ph.
black outside, white interior, Sun
256-5847
12' x 60 ' MOBILE HOME.,
carpet shampoo. Western Auto, NOW UNDER construction, 3 Tach M.T. mags. New tires. Still was trucked to the community
coinpletely furnished with
ST. LOUIS, MO.
in anticipation of the seasonal
Ph. 436-5332
Home of "The Wishing
THIS IS a reminder that City of washer-dryer, TV, new
bedroom brick veneer_ Central under warranty. Call 753carpet,
shortage and all was fine until
027C heat and air. 2 baths. Built in 6356.
Well".
Because
due.
Murray taxes are
025P
air conditioned, central heat.
students deliberately
began
October 31st is on Sunday, the
appliances, garbage disposal.
_
6'x12' storage house. Located on
penalty date will be extended one
FOR ALL your home additions, BACKHOE OR dozer services PENTA TREATED lumber. Nice utility room. Carpet 196/ CATALINA Pontiac, 4 dr. wasting water by flushing
shady lot on Hwy. 180, 3 miles
day. A 10 per cent penalty will be
alterations, remodeling, etc. Expert work. Reasonable, Resistant to rot and termites..throughout,one car garage. Good hardtop, power steering and toilets and turning an spigots.
east of Murray. Phone 753-5038
Ideal for boat docks and any
added to all unpaid bills on
Free Estimates. Phone 753location. Buy now and select your brakes, factory air, vinyl roof, Classes were suspended for a
Phone 753-9807.
TFC
weather exposed uses. Murray
()29(
Tuesday, November 2, 1971. City after 5:00 p.m.
6123.
TFC
own color. 753-7850 or 753low mileage. Priced to sell. 753- week on' Monday night, but
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Marsh retaliated by delaying
of Murray taxes are payable at
4516. "
1585.
- 027C
027C
Murray,Kentucky.
Christmas vacation for several
the office of the City Clerk, City TWO BEDROOM house, un- WILL KEEP children in my
days-until Dec. 22-to make
030C furnished. Located at Panorama home; will do baby sitting day or
Hall Building.
Shores. Phone 492-8622.
ITC
up for the missed classes. He
CENTRALLY LOCATED; two
029C
night. Phone 753-4548.
ONE OF the finer things of life- bedrooms down; one large
chastized ecologists among the
Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent bedroom upstairs. Living room,
$250.00 REWARD LEADING to TWO BEDROOM house on
college community. •
electric shampooer WOO,Big
the arrest and conviction of Sycamore Street. Phone 753-5244
"I'm really disappointed in
kitchen,
and
dining,
utility
IA. ID. Cht ''
./nrlie!!
027P
K.
person or persons involved in the after 5:00 p.m.
030C garage. Electric heat. Drapes on
the ecologosts 'at the college
CHIROPRACTOR
theft of property -taken in the
because they did not speak up
windows, living room and dining
903 SYCAMORE ST
break-in of the garage and house SPACIOUS ONE bedroom furRELAX AND unwind with safe carpeted. Spacious backyard
against what was going on,' he
MURRAY.
KY
42071
apartment.
Newly
,of Jerry Don Tucker, Route 1, nished
effective GoTense tablets. Only with picket fence. $115.00 month.
said. "This was a deliberate
Pm0 t 753 9909
025C remodeled. Phone 753-1409 or 753Alnuo,Kentucky.
$.98 at Holland Drug. Store. 027P Allen Rose.
waste of water-a valuable
753 9960
025C
7846.
027C
resource.-
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-HAUL
-INSTALL
-SAVE

ELECTRIC
RANGE
4 DRAWER
CHEST

Hot Point's Best
AUTOMATIC WASHER-1187'
AUTOMATIC DRYER-1140'

LEDGER & TIMES

30"-$159'
40"-$199"

$1488

Aluminum
Plates

MARKET 414 SALES

DON VEAZEY, MANAGER

Responsible Route Carriers
Needed Immediately!
Apply In Person at

WANTED:

Manager
- Trainee

PARIS, TENN.

National Franchized
Restaurant
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imes

T IJOKTH
RNIN65

Jerry's

25' each

Ledger & Times

HAUNTED
HOUSE

Oct. 28, 29, 30

See?

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- INRECT SERVICE
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Flemming pushing ahead in D.C. parley on aging
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service

WASHINGTON — Arthur S.
Flemming, a chairman of the
White House Conference on
Aging, is the first to adinit that
he may have a tiger by the tail.
When he accepted chairmanship of the conferences, which
will begin Nov. 28, in the nation's capital, it was widely
predicted that senior power activists would overrule his intentions to run the controversial

meeting more or less along administration guidelines.
But Flemming, who at 66
barely fits most definitions of
"senior citizen," has been
working quietly to make the
conference one that will address the issues calmly rather
than emotionally.
He has taken a giant step to
allay fears of outspoken
"Geritol commandos" who
were close to advocating a boycott of the November gathering
which is expected to attract

3g00 delegates from all over
the country
His first move was to putanto
action some of the recommendations coming from local and
state conferences in advance of
the Washington national meeting.
Flemming said he feels that
if delegates can see progress
resulting from the early conferences, they will have a different psychological approach
to the main conference.
-Even if they are in complete

disagreement with it, people
will talk about what is happening already," said Flemming.
He cited President Nixon's
recent speeches in Chicago and
New Hampshire, which called
for a cutoff of funds at substandard nursing homes, as one example of preconference action.
Despite the fact that only 5
per cent of Americans over the
age of 65 are in long-term care
facilities, concern about
nursing homes was expressed
loudly at the preconference

rururns.
Hemming has promised
speed) publication and distribution of recommendations
that come out of the November
conference. He also assures the
elderly that he will report
promptly on the implementation of the recommendations.
Washington insiders consider
Flemnung to have the full confidence of President Nixon.
Flemming's intention is to
impress on the elderly that big
government can work in meeting the needs- of the • :ed.

The political implications of
the November conference have
not escaped either Republicans
or Democrats. If Flerruning
can guide the conference to a
satisfactory conclusion, it will
be a feather in the Republicans'
cap.
Statistics on past elections
show that citizens over 65 vote
in greater numbers, for example, than young people. And
when they vote, the majority
votes Republican.
lithe conference is a flop, on
the other hand the Democrats

was director
might benefit in next /ear's hewer, Hemming
of defense mobilization and
voting.
all nonFlemming's background pro- was responsible for
defense.
of
aspects
military
vides a stroll.; base for his selfHe was a member of the
appointed rde as a spokesman
Cornfor big government's expertise Presidential Advisory
nussion on Government Orin helping the elderly.
led to
He joined the government ganizations, whose report
Department
service when it was much the creation of the
and Welsmaller and has watched it of Health, Education
fare HEW). Flemming was
grow.
HEW
After a brief fling as a Wash- Mr. Eisenhower's last
(1958-61
ington journalist, he was ap- secretary
pointed a member of the Civil
Flemming has 44 honorary
Service Commission in 1939 at degrees, more than any other
the age of 14 and served that man in the history of the fedbody for nine years.
eral government except for
During the administration of Herbert Hoover.
President Dwight D. Eisen-
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SHIRTS
$866

1 Gallon

Only
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LYDIA GREY

For the in look! Mons pile lined CP.O.
Shirty in vied, flowt or nylon, with
2 Hop pockets with anchor buttons,
and lined collar and cuffs. Rounded
toil ito you con wear it in or outi
in assorted Dark and light plaids,
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Here's a treat for
tricksters as well as
givers. Smooth velvety peanut butter cups
individually wrapped
in gold foil. 100 to
package.

WELCH'S
SUGAR DADDY
NUGGETS

Choose Trom ,iTlclividua I I y wrapped Sugar
Daddy nuggets. 100
to a bag or 40 count
Sugar Daddy's in regular or chocolate to
make Halloween trriat.
easy.

SO Pieces

TRICK or
TREAT BAG

9'

CHUNKY BIT-O-HONEY

IOW

Heres a 'real treat for a party
favor. Bright plastic pumpkin
with sucker, candy treats and
a plastic horn will make their
eyes fight iip.

160 COUNT FRUTEES
CARIAELS &
FUDGES

Big value, big treat with.
this 160 count individually
wrapped caramel, fudgy or
assorted fruit flavors makes
Riying easy on- the Pocket
book.

Heres a honey of a
candy for all the little
callers. 125 individually wrapped Bits 0
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like a jack o
lantern.
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